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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The doctrine of Sanctification has heen involved in
continuing controversy in the Christian church.. Especially
since the time of John Wesley, widespread disagreement has
characterized theologians' interpretations of it. Despite
such diversity of opinion, Sanctification remains a vital
doctrine for. Christians of every generation.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. Some of the issues around
which the controversy has revolved include the following:
(1) l3 Sanctification a crisis, a process, or both? (2) Does
Sanctification effect a positional or an actual holiness in
the Christian believer? (3) Do sin and holiness co-exist in
dialectical tension; is sin suppressed; or is sinless per
fection attainable? (4) Does Sanctification occur concomitant
with Salvation; subsequent to Salvation; at death; after death?
One means of approaching the New Testament teaching on
Sanctification, in an attempt to resolve the above differences,
is to examine the tenses of Greek verbs used to express it.
Verb tenses in Greek convey distinctive emphases not readily
evident in English translation. It is the purpose of this
study to observe the significance of the Greek verb tense
2distinctives, as they relate to Sanctification in the Epistle
to the Hebrews.
Importance of the study . There are three general
categories under which the importance of the study will be
presented. These are: (1) theological; (2) practical; and
(3) literary.
From a theological perspective, one significant indi
cation of the importance of this investigation has been pointed
up already by the nature of the questions above. Further
more, the very fact that there has been a continuing interest
in holy living, from' the first century to the present, argues
for the subject's perennial vitality.
From a practical point of view, the quest for a holy
life has engaged the endeavors of devout Christian men from
time immemorial. The present generation is no exception.
However, the increasing complexity of twentieth century
culture tends to compound the problems and discolor the
issues. At the same time, a deeply science-oriented age
demands that Christian doctrines be disentangled from mere
mysticism and speculative theory. Doctrines must be
practical and realistic, enabling the Christian to enter into
Christ-like involvement
'
with the contemporary scene.
The third aspect of the study's importance derives
from the paucity of literature devoted to this particular
3emphasis of the subject. As a matter of fact, no work of
this specific nature has been uncovered. Two books which
represent creditable attempts in this direction are Daniel
Steele's Milestone Papers , and Newton Wray ' s Holiness and the
Greek Tongue . These studies have performed the service of
emphasizing the crisis aspect of sanctification as indicated
in the aorist tense throughout the New Testament. They are
deficient, however, in that their scope is limited to the
aorist tense. More helpful than these, have been the notes
scattered throughout various Bible commentaries. Once again,
however, deficiency is observable in that commentaries are
not designed to trace one particular theme, but to enlighten
the whole.
Therefore, in view of the theological, practical, and
literary demands, the importance of investigating the signif
icance of the distinctive aspects of the Greek verb tenses, as
they relate to sanctification should be clear.
II. THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The entire New Testament provides a fertile field for
an investigation of this nature. However, in order to do
Justice to the context in which relevant references occur,
the study is limited to one New Testament book, Hebrews.
Reasons for the selection of Hebrews are given below.
4Greek verb tenses included in the study are the aorist,
the present, and the perfect. These represent the tenses
employed most frequently in connection with Sanctification.
The principal words examined in the study are dytdC'^j
Ka0dpt^co, TeXei,6a), and their cognates. However, the survey
is not limited to passages containing these words, but includes
all passages in which verbs and tenses were found to be
descriptive of some aspect of vital Christian experience.
Such passages include the privileges of the positive, as well
as the dangers of the negative, in Christian experience.
The book of Hebrews was chosen for two principal
reasons. (1) Hebrews contains more occurrences of dyud^o),
Kaeapt^O) Cin this connection-'-), and Te\e i.6co , than any other
New Testament book. C2) Hebrews provides the most balanced
distribution of these words among the three tense groupings;
aorist, present and perfect.
III. THE PROCEDURE
The study is divided into seven chapters. The following
is a brief description of the contents of each chapter, not
including the present chapter.
There are more occurrences of KaGapt^co in both
Matthew and Luke, but the majority of them refer to the
healing (cleansing) of lepers.
5Chapter II. Results of an investigation into the
distinctive characteristics of the aorist, present and per
fect tenses are reported in chapter two. The type of action
that is characteristic of each tense is the primary con
sideration. However, the nuances expressed by some of the
various uses of each tense are also presented.
Chapter III. Word studies appear in chapter three.
Findings resulting from an investigation into the basic
meaning of each family of words built around the dy , naB,
and teX stems, are presented. The study is not exhaustive.
Additional information pertaining to these words, and others
that are pertinent to the study, will be found interspersed
throughout the thesis where the passages containing them are
discussed .
Also included in chapter three is a discussion of the
significance of dyi'dt^oo, HaOapt^oo and TeXei,6coin Hebrews.
Commentators disagree as to whether the terms are ritualistic,
ethical, or both. An attempt is made to show that while the
terms carry certain ritiLalistic connotations, yet in Hebrews,
as in other New Testament books (and even in the Septuagint),
moral and ethical implications are far from wanting.
Chapter IV. Chapter four introduces the Epistle to
Hebrews. Significant elements included in this introduction
are: (1) author, date and destination; (2) the spiritual
6condition of the recipients; (3) the historical setting
surrounding the recipients; (4) the author's purpose in
writing; and (5) an analysis of the structure of the book.
Chapters V and VI. The heart of the study is in
chapters five and six. Each passage in the Greek text con
taining a significant contribution to the subject is examined,
exegeted to whatever extent is necessary, related to its
context, and interpreted accordingly in relation to the topic
of the study.
Chapter five covers the first seven chapters of
Hebrews. Chapter six of this thesis deals with chapters eight
through thirteen of Hebrews.
Chapter VII . The final chapter consists of summary
and main conclusions. The results of the study are related
to the questions raised in the Introduction, the dominant
emphases of each of the Greek verb tenses are summarized in
their relation to the subject, and some final observations
on the role of the key words are presented. A statement of
conclusions and suggestions for further study complete the
chapter .
CHAPTER II
GREEK VERB TENSE DISTINCTIVES
Requisite to a study of the significance of Greek verb
tenses to Sanctification, is a cursory survey of the dis
tinctive elements conveyed by the Greek verb tense system.
The purpose of this chapter is to lay the necessary ground
work for the study, by achieving an understanding of the
distinctives of the aorist, present and perfect tenses.
This will be done first, by noting the importance of Greek
verb tenses in general; second, by observing the peculiar
distinctives of each tense; and third, by noting the general
value of tenses to the study of Hebrews.
I. IMPORTANCE OF GREEK VERB TENSES
Dana and Mantey introduce their discussion of Greek
verb tenses with the remark, "No element of the Greek
language is of more importance to the student of the New
Testament than the matter of tense."-'- To this they add that
the development of tense has reached its highest in Greek,
and presents its greatest wealth of meaning.^ That Greek
^H. E. Dana and Julius R. Mantey, A Manual Grammar of
the Greek New Testament , revised edition TNew York: The
Macmillan Company, 19^5), p. 176.
^Ibid. , p. 177.
8occupies a unique position in this development is made clear
by Buttmann: "Among all known ancient languages none dis
tinguishes the manifold temporal (and modal) relations of the
verb so accurately as the Greek. "3
Prom this, it is clear that New Testament writers had
at their disposal an exact vehicle of expression. The majority
of Greek scholars are agreed that New Testament writers took
full advantage of this privilege. In this respect, A. T.
Robertson wrote:
"In general, one may say that in normal Greek, when
a certain tense occurs, that tense was used rather than
some other because it best expressed the idea of the
speaker or writei!'."
All seeming exceptions to this rule are to be regarded with
doubt. 5 It was with such confidence in the integrity and
exactness of the Greek New Testament that this study was
undertaken .
II. TENSE DISTINCTIVES
Tense and Kind of Action
The distinctive function of the verb is to express
action.^ Action may be described as involving two elements:
^Alexander Buttmann, A Grammar of the New Testament
Greek, translated by J. H. Thayer (Andover: W. P. Draper,
1880), p. 194.
^Archibald Thomas Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New
Testament in the Light of Historical Research , fifth edition
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1914) , p . 830 .
^Dana & Mantey, 02.. cit_. , p. 177. ^Ibld.
9(1) time of action�viz. action occurring at a certain time;
and (2) kind of action�viz. action performed in a certain
manner.
' Tense deals with these two aspects of verbal ex
pression, with kind of action being the chief idea involved.
Time is but a minor consideration in the Greek tenses.'
The aorist, present and perfect tenses were first developed
o
irrespective of time, and only in the indicative mood is
there any indication of time of action. Even here, the time
element is subordinate to the kind of action expressed. ^ The
only purely temporal element in the formation of the Greek
verb is past time, which is indicated by augment.
Prior to discussing tense distinctives, it should be
pointed out that the aktionsart ("kind of action") of the
verb-root's essential meaning plays a large part in the
history of the verb. This both antedates the tense develop
ment and continues afterwards."*""^ Two factors must be kept in
mind then when carefully defining ti^e action expressed in a
given verb: (1) the aktionsart inherent in the verb root;
and (2) the aktionsart conveyed by the tense.
All verbs may be described as "punctiliar" and "non-
punctiliar." But the non-punctiliar divide into the
^Ibid. ^Robertson, op_. ci^. , p. 824. ^Ibid. p. 825-
"^^Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, pp. 177-8.
^-�-Robertson, 0�. cit . , p. 823.
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indefinite linear Cdurative) and the definite linear (com
pleted, or perfect). 12 Thus, the aorist tense, which views
action in a single perspective, may be represented by a dot
(.). The present tense, basically representing action in
progress, is pictured by a line ( ). The perfect tense
combines both linear and punctiliar elements; that is, it
looks in perspective at the action and regards the results of
the action as continuing to exist. Therefore, the graph for
the perfect is (����). 13
With this introductory tense survey, each of the three
tenses�aorist, present and perfect�will be examined indiv
idually .
The Aorist Tense
The term "aorist" is a combination of alpha privative
and 6pi-aT6c. It means literally, "without limits"; "undefined."
The aorist stem presents action in its simplest form, with
out reference to its progress.
1^ In the indicative mood, it
expresses action completed in past time, either considered in
its entirety or as a single fact,
^
�^^Ibld.
^^Dana & Mantey, o�. cit., p. 179. Cf. Robertson,
Grammar , p. 823.
l^Dana & Mantey, op_. cit., p. 193-
I5j. Harold Greenlee, A Concise Exegetlcal Grammar of New
Testament Greek (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1963) Third edition, revised p. 54.
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Since an exhaustive study of tense usage is not
essential to this project, the only additional aspects of the
aorist which will be presented are: Cl) the most common use
of the aorist in the indicative mood, known as the constative
aorist; (2) the ingressive and the culminative aorists; and
(3) tense-aspects of the aorist in the other moods.
The Constative Aorist . The constative aorist considers
an action in its entirety. Regardless of the extent or
duration of an occurrence, it gathers it into a single
1 f>
whole. Burton points out that the constative aorist may
refer- to a momentary action, a fact or action extended over a
period of time, or to a succession of acts or events. These
may be illustrated by the following examples: (1) momentary
action: John 1:12; "he gave ( �6coHev) power "; (2) a fact
or action extended over a period of time: 'ir,r]oe\) , he_ lived ;
C3) a succession of acts or events: II Cor- 11:25; ipXc,
iva.v6.yr]oa^ "Three times I. have been shipwrecked ..."
The simple expression of action completed in past time,
which is the basic, unmodified force of the aorist, is main
tained in each of these instances.
l^Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, p. I96.
-'-'^Ernest D. Burton, Syntax of the Moods and Tenses in
New Testament Greek (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1900), pp. 19f .
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The Ingressive and the Culminative Aorists . The in
gressive and the culminative aorists express the two ends of
an action.
The ingressive aorist (or inceptive aorist^^) contem
plates an action in its beginning. It is commonly employed
with verbs which signify a state or condition. It denotes
entrance into that state or condition, as for example ^i*
^[xgLq tTix<xixevozv, for your sakes he became poor (II Cor. 8:9)
The culminative aorist (or effective aorist"^^) denotes
the other end of action, viz., the attainment of the result
of effort or process. E_^. , tylo yap eiiaeov auTdpntiQ elvau,
2 1
for I have learned to be content (Phil. 4:11).
Tense-aspects of the aorist in the other moods . The
fundamental idea of simple occurrence , expressed by the aorist
indicative, also remains as the essential characteristic of
this tense through all the dependent moods, however indefinite
they may be with regard to time.22 Hence, in the subordinate
moods, the underlying concept of action completed still
carries through. The time element, however, is determined by
l^Greenlee, Concise Grammar, p. 55.
^^Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, p. 196.
2�A. T. Robertson's term.
^-'�Dana & Mantey, 0�. cit., pp. 196f.
^^Ibid. , p. 194 .
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the leading verb, or by the context. ^3 example is found in
John 1:7: "This man came (riX0av�aorist indicative) for a
testimony, in order that he might testify ( iva (lapTuprjarr-
aorist subjunctive)". Here, the undefined action of the aorist
subjunctive is conceived as completed at some time in the past.
The aorist participle is frequently used to denote
action occurring prior to the action of the leading verb .
This temporal use of the aorist participle is Illustrated in
John 16:8, "When that one has come {iXQZiv i.e. having come)
he will reprove ( tXey^ei) . , ."
Summary . By way of summary, Robertson's advice^ in
handling aorists is worth noting. He advises that in the
case of each aorist the point to note is whether it is merely
punctiliar (constative), or whether the verb-idea has de-
fleeted it to one side or the other: ingressive (inceptive)
or effective ( culminative ) ^ At the bottom, there is only
one kind of aorist, punctiliar, in fact or statement. The
tense itself always means point-action. The tense, like the
mood, has nothing to do with the fact of the action, but only
the way in which it is stated.
^^Greenlee, Concise Grammar, p. 57. ^^Ibid. , p. 68.
^^Robertson, Grammar , p. 835. ^^Greenlee, Ibid. , p. 55.
^^Dana & Mantey, Manual, pp. 195-7.
^^Robertson, loc . cit .
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The Present Tense .
The primary import of the present tense is the idea of
progress. Its action is generally linear. It expresses a
present action (or state) now in progress or repeated. The
progressive force of the present tense should always be con
sidered as primary, especially with reference to the potential
moods . 30 However, this Is not its exclusive significance, as
will oe noted in the aoristic present.
Once again, discussion will be limited to some of the
more pertinent uses of the present tense: (1) the Progressive
Present, (2) the Customary Present, (3) the Iterative Present
(4) the Aoristic Present, and (5) Tense-aspects of the sub
ordinate moods.
The Progressive Present . This use is nearest the root
idea of the tense. 31 it describes continuing action (or
state) in the present time.
The Customary Present . The present tense may be used
to denote that which habitually occurs, or may be reasonably
�30
expected to occur. Here the temporal element is remote.
^^Greenlee, Ibid., p. 52. '^^DanSi & Mantey, Ibid. , p. I8I.
31lbid. , p. 182 .
32ibld. , p. 183.
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even in the indicative, since the act or state is assumed to
be true in the past, future, or present. Greenlee calls this
a Gnomic Present, and illustrates it with John 2:10; "Every
man (customarily) sets out [TtGriaLV ] the good wine first. "^3
The Iterative Present . Sometimes called the present of
repeated action, the iterative present describes that which
recurs at successive Intervals, or which is conceived of in
successive periods. It is frequently called the present of
oil
repeated action.-'
The Aoristic Present . Since the indicative has no
distinctive tense for expressing the idea of punctiliar action
in present time, the present tense is used to perform this
function. It sets forth an event as now occurring. 35 it is
illustrated by Acts 9:3^, "Aeneas, Jesus Christ heals (CocTaC )
you ..." When this use occurs, it is the strongly punctiliar
aktionsart of the verb that overrules the aktionsart of the
tense. 36 Robertson cites a very common example of this use in
the frequent tyl^ be XSyco (Matt. 5:22, 28, etc.). 37
Greenlee, Concise Grammar , p. 53.
3^Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, p. 184.
^^Ibld. , p. 184.
36Robertson , Grammar , p. 864.
37ibid. , p. 866.
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Tense-aspects of the Present in Other Moods . As with
the aorist, so with the present, the underlying force of the
normal present carries over into the other moods. There also,
it expresses continuing or repeated action. After the
pattern of the aorist, likewise, the time of the action is
determined by the leading verb or by the context.
The peculiar temporal aspect of the present participle
connotes action as taking place at the same time as the lead
ing verb. Greenlee's excellent illustration of this is John
6:59, TatTTa elTzev . . . 6t6(iaHoov, "These things he said
. . . while he was teaching. "39 This illustration is
particularly appropriate because it indicates that the
teaching�though in the present tense� took place in the
past, at the same time as the speaking (aorist tense).
The Perfect Tense
Robertson's explanation of the perfect tense is:
The perfect looks at both ends of an action. It
unites in itself as it were present and aorist, since
it expresses the continuance of completed action.
That is to say, the perfect is both punctiliar and
durative. The aorist (punctiliar) represents an action
as finished, the linear present as durative, but the
perfect presents a completed state or condition.
When the action was completed the perfect tense does
not say. It is still complete at the time of the use
of the tense by the speaker or writer.
38Greenlee, 02.. cit., p. 57. 39jbid. ^ p. 69.
^'^Robertson, 02_. cit . , p. ^893.
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Robertson continues by saying that sometimes the line
of connection from the punctiliar act to the time of speaking
would be very short, at other times very long. But, he
emphasizes, "this line of connection is just the contribution
of the perfect tense as distinct from aorist and present."^!
Blass and DeBrunner explain this unusual combination of
aorist-present in the perfect from the historical development
of the perfect tense: "... before the form KaOeaTana 'I
have placed' arose, the same idea was expressed by 'ix^
(present) KaTadTriaaQ Caorist). .. "^2 It is significant to note,
however, that this development long preceded New Testament
Greek. Julius Trotter makes this very clear when he
explains: "In the period of the Greek Koine the perfect tense
was at the height of its use. As the tense par excellence of
everyday life it is found more and more frequently . "^3
Translators have experienced considerable difficulty in
attempting to render the sense of the perfect tense in mean
ingful English. It is not easy to express abiding result, or
^llbld.
lip
^�^P. Blass and A. DeBrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature , revised edition,
trans, by Robert W. Funk (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1961), p. 175.
Julius C. Trotter, "The Use of the Perfect Tenses in
the Pauline Epistles" (unpublished Doctor's thesis. Southern
Baptist Seminary, Louisville, Ky . , 1951), p. 54.
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present state which results from a past action. Perhaps
Greenlee's attempt approximates the import as nearly as any,
as seen by his translation of the two perfects in John 1:34:
"Kdy^ ^cbpana, nai tieiaapxijpriKa, I am in a condition resulting
from having seen, and I have borne an abiding testimony
Intensive and Consummative Perfects . Dana and Mantey
distinguish between intensive and consummative perfects. ^5
The former directs special attention to the result of an
action and is thus closer to the basal significance of the
perfect tense.
In the consummative perfect, on the other hand, it is
not an existing state, but a consummated process which is
presented. However, the existing result is not out of sight;
otherwise the writer would have used the aorist. An example
of this use is found in Acts 5:28, you have filled (TceTtXr)-
p^oKaxe) Jerusalem with your teachings.
Tense-aspects of the perfect in other moods . As was
noted with both the aorist and the present, the same basic
concept of the perfect indicative carries over into the
subordinate moods. That is, it emphasizes the continuing
Greenlee, op . cit . , p. 56.
Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, pp. 202 f .
19
result of a prior action; the chief distinction being that the
time is determined by the leading verb, or by the context.
Summary . In summary of the perfect tense, a few dis
tinctions may be noted. Trotter remarks:
The similarity between the perfect and the present
lies in the area of the temporal relationship. As the
present tense represents progressive action in present
time, so the perfect denotes a completed state in
present time. [Italics not in original]47
There is no completed action unless a permanent
state is attained. This is just the point in which
the perfect goes beyond the aorist. Neither is there
a permanent state without an implied past action. It-
is in this that the perfect goes beyond the present.
^�
Briggs makes reference to Jelf's distinction that where the
aorist and the perfect occur in the same sentence, the former
signifies the single act, the latter the continued act or the
49
quality or state implied in that continuance.
Summary of Tense Distinctives
Some important tense distinctives have been omitted
from this survey intentionally, because of their comparative
^^Greenlee, od. cit . , p. 57
^'''irotter, o^. cit., p. 62. ^^Ibid. , p. 73-
^^Robert Cooke Briggs, "The Exegetical Significance of the
Perfect Tense in the Book of Hebrews" (unpublished Doctor's thesis.
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky . , 1946),
p. 28, citing William Edward Jelf , A Grammar of the Greek Language
fourth edition, (London: James Parker and Co., 1856) , II, 412 .
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irrelevance to the study. However, sufficient detail has
been presented to make clear the kind of action (aktionsart )
of each of the three tenses.
By way of emphasis and summary, it is significant to
note that Blass and DeBrunner outline the three most important
kinds of action (aktlonsarten) retained in Greek as: (1)
punctiliar (momentary ) � conveyed by the aorist stem: the
action is conceived as a point with either the beginning
(ingressive) or the end (effective) of the action emphasized,
or the action is conceived as a whole (constative) irrespective
of its duration; (2) durative ( linear or progressive ) � con
veyed by the present stem: the action is durative (in progress)
and either timeless (eotlv 6 de6c) or taking place in present
time; and (3) perfective � (a) conveyed in the perfect stem:
a condition or state as the result of a past action: (b) "per-
fectivizlng" by means of the prepositions dr.o, Ha.i6� and
bi6. in compound with verbs. These constitute the dis
tinctives of the tenses. They convey the aktionsart of each
tense .
However, this is not all that needs to be considered
in the translation and interpretation of Scripture. There
are three ingredients, which must enter into the final
5'-'Blass & DeBrunner, Greek Grammar , p. l66.
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expression of every verb: (1) the fundamental force of the
tense; (2) the meaning of the verb root; and (3) the slgni-
ficanceof the context. Only as each of these is applied
to each individual situation, will proper translation and
Interpretation ensue.
III. THE VALUiS OF TENSE STUDY IN HEBREWS
General Value
Dana and Mantey 's statement that "no element of the
Greek language is of more importance to the student of the New
Testament than the matter of tense"^^ has already been re
ferred to, but it deserves re-emphasis in the present context.
That this importance is both practical and inspirational is
seen in the sentence which immediately follows the one just
quoted :
A variation in meaning exhibited by the use of a
particular tense will often dissolve what appears to
be an embarrassing difficulty, or reveal a gleam of
truth which will thrill the heart with delight and
inspiration . 53
This bifurcated incentive provides the general value of
applying a verb tense study to the book of Hebrews.
S^Dana 8e Mantey, Manual , p. l8l.
52ibid. , p. 176.
53ibld. , p. 176.
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Specific Value
More specifically, Trotter, in his doctoral study
entitled "The Use of the Perfect Tenses in the Pauline
Epistles" arrived at some significant conclusions. He con
cluded that the one central theme which runs through all of
Paul's epistles is the idea of redemption, salvation through
Jesus Christ. It is in relation to this and the related
doctrines of the incarnation, the death and resurrection of
Christ, that the perfect tense attains its most important
place in Paul's writings. He comments, "Here, as in the book
of Hebrews, it is likely that the element of finality is the
decisive factor. "�^ From this statement, we are safe in in
ferring that what he says of this finality exhibited in the
Pauline writings is also applicable to Hebrews.
The element of finality observable in these doctrines
is derived from the force of the perfect tense used to ex
press them. In this regard. Trotter says,
"The perfect tense alone does not comprehend all
the elements involved in the statement of the doctrines.
Other tenses are employed, but other doctrines fail
to use the perfect tense. "55
It will be "profitable , as a background for study in Hebrews,
to note the contribution the perfect tense makes to the
doctrines he lists.
5^Trotter, "Perfect Tense in Paul," p. Il6 .
55ibid.
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(1) "THE NEED FOR REDEMPTION . "^^ With the use of the
perfect tense, Paul revealed the condition in man which
created the need for redemption. Man, in his fleshly nature,
was "sold" (TisTipaiaevoQ) under the dominion of sin (Rom. 7:l4).
The Galatians (4:3) were formerly "enslaved" (6e6ou\coiaevo u )
to idol worship. The Ephesians (2:12) and Colossians (1:21)
were "estranged from" (dnriWoTp Loajae vo l ) God.
(2) "THE PERSON OF JESUS. "57 Paul interpreted the
coming of the Messiah as God's provision for redemption.
After establishing, in the first three chapters of Romans,
that righteousness was unattainable through obedience to law,
he gave expression to one of the key statements of the Epistle.
In 3:21 he says: vuv\ 6�; x^p'^Q vojiov 6 tJ-iaioaOvri Geou
�n;ecpa\'Spa)TaL. In the woi'ds of A. T. Robertson, Trotter drives
home the point :
. . . Now righteousness is realized through faith in
the person of Je=.>us Christ, and the perfect tense
bespeaks the completeness of the manifestation. It is
'made plain continuously by God himself. '5�
(3) "THE DEATH OF JESUS. "59 To Paul, the Crucifixion
and Resurrection of Jesus were central. The cross is no bare
56ibid. , pp. 117 ff. ^"^Ibid. , pp. 119 ff.
58Archibald Thomas Robertson, Word Pictures in the
New Testament , 6 vols. (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1931) >
IV7 '3^'
^^Trotter, "Perfect in Paul," pp. 123 ff.
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fact in the historic past, but something whose influence is
continued to the present. Thus, Paul never applied the aorist
participle� "He who was crucified"�to Christ in his letters^O
but three times he speaks of Christ as ^amupcotievoc;. ^1 Christ
is th(? Living One v/ho is also crucified, or the crucified who
is aloo alive.
(4) "THE RESURRECTION. "62 The Resurrection, like the
Crucifixion, is a fact inseparable from the person of Christ.
In Paul's contention In I Corinthians 15 for the Resurrection
as one of the bases of faith, the force of the perfect
^yriYEpT^O' throughout the Argument is that Christ has been
raised and abides a Risen Lord. ^3 Paul employs the word seven
times, in this context.
(5) "THE MYSTICAL UNION OF THE BELIEVER WITH CHRIST. "^5
Paul's clear implication in Col. 2:10, na* ^ote avxw
Adolf Deissmann, The Religion of Jesus and the Faith
of Paul, trans. William E. Wilson (London: Hodder & Stoughton
Ltd. , 1923) , p. 237.
6ll Cor. 1:23; 2:2; Gal. 3:1.
^^Trotter, "Perfect in Paul," pp. 125 ff.
^3a. T. Robertson & A. Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians
(The International Critical Commentary , eds . S. R. Driver,
A. Plummer, C. A. Briggs. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1911), p. 347
^^I Cor. 15:4, 12, 13, 14, I6, 17, 20.
^^Trotter, 0�. clt_. , pp. 126 ff.
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llenXTipcoiievo I. is that nothing more is lacking in the relation-
ship of the believer to God. Probably the most direct
statement of the idea of salvation's present, continuing
condition resulting from conversion is the aeacoanevo l of
Ephesians 2: 5, 8.
(6) "THE EFFECTS OP JUSTIFICATION."^'^ The perfect
HEHpuTtTOL (Col. 3:3) Is set in sharp contrast with the two
aorists, 0\)VT]yEpQr]ie (v. 1) and dTieBdveTe (v. 2). "You died"
and "you were raised" refer to the time when the believers were
converted and baptized; now "your life is hid with the Messiah
in God."
In each of these cardinal doctrines in Paul's epistles,
pertaining to Christ's redemption of man, the distinctive
emphasis of the perfect tense is evident. It was noted above
that Trotter sees a parallel here in Hebrews. In his study,
"The Exegetical Significance of the Perfect Tense in the Book
of Hebrews," Briggs came to a similar conclusion: "The
perfect tense most adequately expresses the central message of
the book of Hebrews, i.e., the finality of Christ as a
revelation of God."^'^
66t. K. Abbott, The Epistle to the Ephesians and to the
Color.slans (The Inte:r-nai:ional Critical Commentary . New York:
ChaF-es Scribner's Sons, 1902) , p. 249-
^^Trotter, "Perfect in Paul," pp. 131 ff.
^^Briggs, "Perfect in Hebrews," p. 153.
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The specific value of a tense study in Hebrews is thus
in this realm of the work of Christ. The doctrines derived
from Paul's letters, by Trotter, find extended fulfillment.
Where Trotter leaves off � with the effects of Justification
on the believer � the challenge set forth in the book of
Hebrews begins. The parallels and contrasts of a tense
study, in this connection�viz., the doctrine of Sanctification
�are of great value.
CHAPTER III
A STUDY OF THE SIGNIFICANT WORDS
This chapter is devoted to word study. The purpose is
to investigate the meanings conveyed bydyua^cOj Hacapt^co,
TeXei^o), and their cognates. Since these are key terms for
the doctrine of Sanctification, it is important to establish
what is to be understood by them. The necessity of including
a limited sketch of these words derives from the discrepancies
among Bible scholars as to their meanings in the book of
Hebrews .
The procedure for this chapter will be first, to discuss
each of these families of words: (1) as to its basic root
meaning and (2) as to nuances of meanings conveyed by the
words built upon each stem. The second main chapter division
will examine some of the divergent views of these words in
connection with Hebrews, with a view to establishing their
relevance to the doctrine of Sanctification.
I. WORD STUDY OF ^AIlAZQ, KA6AP' IZQ and TEAEI 'CQ
The 'Ay Root Family .
The basic root meaning of liy is "religious awe," or
"reverence . "�*�
�'�Bruce Metzger, Lexical Aids for Students of New Testament
Greek (Princeton, N.J.: Published by the Author, 1965) , p �
2b
Derivatives include: a.yiOQ> -a* -ov^ (holy); dYLd^;w,
(I make holy, sanctify); dyLaaia&Q, -ou, 6, (sanctification);
aYv6Q^ -11, -6v, (pure� in a condition prepared for worship;
chaste�ethically, ritually, or ceremonially); dYvt^ca, (I
make pure ) ; ^ dy Lcoa{)V'n , -r]c,^ i^ (sanctification, or holiness, as
a quality); and dyuoTriQ -titoq, r\ (sanctification) . ^
Of these, the following occur in Hebrews: ayuoQ ,
dyidCw^ dyLaaiioQ, and dyiOTTiQ Each of these receives
individual attention in the following discussion.
*
Ay LOC' Adjectives with -loq suffix denote "attribute."^
Hence, that which is ayiOQ has the attribute of holiness; i.e. it is
holy . In the Septuagint, hagios is the rendering of '-^"1"):^ in
5
nearly one hundred instances. Delitzsch notes in respect to
The Hebrew word T1\P ('holy,' to 'make holy')
etymologically referred, not to the moral but to the
material nature; but there are no instances of its
use in the latter sense. It was only used in the
department of religion among the Hebrews. . . . it is
undeniable that the word derived its meaning alone from
the idea of God which prevails in the Old Testament.
The term seems to come from "ip, which suggests the
notion of separation , and especially separation of
that which is defective or diseased. . . .
Ibid . , pp . 65-6 .
-�The last two are taken from Gerhard Kittel, Theological
Dictionary of the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Pub. Co., 19^4T1~I, llT.
^Greenlee, p. 20.
"^Richard C. Trench, Synonyms of the New Testar.ent (ninth
edition; Grand Rapids: Wm, B. Eerdmans Pub. Co. , 1966 ) , pp. 330-31.
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The central Idea of holiness Is not unapproachableness,
or exaltation above the earth. . . . Nor Is it an
aesthetic quality and .synonymous with the glory which
surrounds Jehovah in his revelation to Israel . . .
Holiness is absolute freedom from evil and all defect,
absolute perfection of life, especially of ethical
life . . .�
In the Old Testament, Kadash is applied to places,
things, times, people and God. In its primary meaning, it is
a relation: both negative � separation from that which is
common (Ex. 3:4-5; Ps . 89:20, Ezek. 20:41; Kos. 11:9) and
positive � dedication or consecration to God's service
(Ex. 13:2; II Sam. 8:11; Jer. 1:5). Its implied meaning is
the quality of moral purity (Lev. 11:44; Deut . 23:14; Isa. 6:3).
o
Since hagios and haglazo generally answer to kadash, the Old
Testament use of kadash Is helpful in understanding hagios .
In the New Testament, hagios refers to God, places,
things, people, angels, Christ, and the Spirit. Its uses with
the Holy Spirit of God number nearly one hundred. ^ That Spirit
which was in Christ without measure, is now imparted to all
that trust Him. Thus, Girdlestone says:
^F. Delitzsch, "Holiness of God," A Religious Encyclo
paedia, Philip Schaff, et. al . , eds. '4 vols., third edition,
revised (New York: Funk & Wagnalls Company, I89I), II, IOO3.
"^Robert A. Traina, Methodical Bible Study (n.p., I966),
pp. 246-9-
o
�Robert B. Girdlestone, Synonyms of the Old Testam.ent ,
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, n.d. p. 175.
^Ibid. , p. 181.
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. . . Both In consequence of the indwelling of the
Holy Spirit, or because of their professed separation
from evil and dedication to God, all Christians are
regarded as ayuoL, holy, or saints.
It is this use which brings the book of Hebrews into
focus. Of the eighteen occurrences of hagios in Hebrews, one
is adjectival ("holy brethren" 3:1) and two are substantive
("the saints" 6:10 and 13:24). The other fourteen refer either
to the Holy Spirit (2:4; 3:7; 6:4; 9:8; 10:15), the sanctuary
(8:2; 9:1), the holy place (9:2, 8, 12, 24, 25; 10:19; 13:11),
or to the Holy of Holies (9:3).
In summary, it can be said that the fundamental idea of
hagios is separation, consecration and devotion to the service
of Deity. However, what is set apart from the world and to
God, should separate itself from the world's defilements, and
should share in God's purity. In this way hagios acquires a
moral significance."'"'^
'
AyodcC^' Verb form suffixes generally signify to do,
IP ^
to be or to_ cause what the stem implies.-^ Therefore, haglazo
means "to cause to be holy; to make holy; to consecrate; to
sanctify . "
l�Ibid.
�'""'"Trench, Synonyms , pp. 331-2.
I p
Greenlee, Concise Grammar, p. 20
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Haglazo , as the Greek representative of the Hebrew
kadash , belongs almost exclusively to biblical Greek, or Greek
influenced by the Bible. -^^ is first applied to the
"sanctification" of the Son: (a) by the Father (John 10:36);
and (b) by himself (John 17:19). "The Lord was 'set apart'
from the foundation of the world for the work of redemption
_nl4
Secondly, it is used of "sanctifying" Christians:
(a) as the work of the Father (John 17:17; cf. I Thess. 5:23
and Jude 1); (b) through the agency of the Son (I Cor. 1:2;
Eph. 5:26); and (c) by means of the life-blood of Christ
(Heb. 10:29; 13:12; cf. 9:1^; 10:10, l4). This Indicates "a
clear connection between the concept of atonement and that of
sanctification. "15 in Romans 15:l6, Paul expresses his wish
that the Gentiles may be an "offering . . . acceptable,
sanctified by the Holy Spirit." II Timothy 2:21 compares a
man who is purged from iniquity to a sanctified vessel.
Girdlestone points out the significance of the pre
position usually accompanying haglazo:
The preposition which is generally the connecting link
between the object sanctified and that which sanctifies
13Kittel, Theological Dictionary , I, 111.
^^Girdlestone, 0. T. Synonyms , p. 179.
l^Kittel, 0�. ci^. , I, 112.
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it, is not or with , but in. This seems to imply
that sanctification takes place through the contact of
one object with another. The gift by being placed on
the altar becomes in a ceremonial sense one with it.
The Christian is sanctified by becoming one with Christ,
faith in His blood being that which makes both one;
and Christ is sanctified in that He is one with the
Father . 1�
This abbreviated survey of haglazo is concluded by
demonstrating the inward aspect emphasized by I Peter 3:15-
The rt^aders are urged to "sanctify Christ as Lord, in their
hearts . "
The presupposition here is that they are a\L0L(l:l6)
so that Christ dwells in them as His temple, and will
not suffer any impurity. , . . Therefore, purity of
heart is a condition of sanctification . 1'
That such purity of hear': carries ethical overtones was the
conclusion reached by R. Barclay Warren in his study of
haglazo . He summarizes his findings as follows:
We have sought to show that was developed
by the prophets so that it came to have ethical
iraplications . 'AyLOC, is used to translate it in the
Septuagint and is used extensively in the New Testa
ment. It retains some of the idea of dread, awe,
otherness and separation but at the same time, with
the passing of the ceremonial, has an even deeper
ethical implication . 1�
l�Girdlestone , O.T. Synonyms , p. l80.
^'^Kittel, loc. cit.
18r. Barclay Warren, "A Study of 'AyLd^ca" (unpublished
Bachelor of Divinity thesis, Emmanuel College, Victoria
University, Toronto, 19^8), pp. 32-3-
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AYLaauoC' Nouns containing -M-OQ suffix ir-'^icate
action or process.
�'�^ Whereas hagiazo is developed from hagios ,
the noun' hagiasmos derives from the verb hagiazein as a nomen
a ctionls . Thus, it signifies "sanctifying" rather than
"sanctification. "^� The word is used exclusively by biblical
and ecclesiastical writers. 21 In the New Testament, hagiasmos
occurs only in the Epistles, preponderantly in the field of
Gentile Christianity.^^
Included among the uses of its ten New Testament appear
ances are: CD an admonition to yield the members of the body
els hagiasmon C.Rom. 6:19); C2) a statement that hagiasmos is
God's will, to the end that moral purity may result (I Thess.
4:3, 4) in contrast to akatharsia (v. 7); (3) Christ was made
our "wisdom," "righteousness," "hagiasmos" and "redemption."
CI Cor. 1:30); and C4) hagiasmos is effected by the Spirit dbn
haglasmg pneumatos ," II Thess. 2:13; I Pet. 1:2).
Its only occurrence in Hebrews ("follow after hagiasmon,"
12:14), Kittel's Theological Dictionary of the New Testament
links with I Timothy 2:15, to the effect that both express
l^Greenlee, Concise Grammar, p. 19-
^�Klttel, Theological Dictionary, I, 113-
H. Thayer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New
Testament (New York: American Book Company, 1889), P- 6.
22Kittel, loc. cit .
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moral conduct, rather than state. This emphasis on the moral
element is what always distinguishes hagiasmos from hagios and
hagiazein . ^3
'AyLOTng � Suffix ending -xriqCgen. -ttitoq) on nouns
signifies "quality. "^^ Therefore, haglotes means "the quality
of being holy; hence, holiness .
"
Whereas hagiasmos may be regarded as the process of
sanctification, haglotes (and haglosune�not in Hebrews) is the
result of the process. ^5 The only two references containing
haglotes in the New Testament are: (1) II Cor. 1:12, where Paul
asserts that he has behaved "en hagioteti"; and (2) Heb. 12:10,
in which God's discipline is the means of one's sharing in God's
"hagiotetos . "
Girdlestone, grouping these passages with the three
occurrences of haglosune , concludes:
These passages, . . . show that the quality of
holiness, or perfect freedom from pollution and impur
ity, is essential to the nature of God, was exhibited
by His Son Jesus Christ, and is Imparted to the
Christian in proportion to his faith.
Summary of dy root family. From this study of the ha�
root family, it may be concluded that these words refer
to
23ibld.
^^Greenlee, Concise Grammar, p. 19-
25Girdlestone , O.T. Synonyms , p. l8l. ^�Ibid
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relationship and to quality of character. God is absolutely
holy. Man, who is enabled to share God's holiness, through
Christ, evidences this quality through holy, moral, and ethical
behavior.
The Ka6 Root Family .
The basic root meaning of ^^oS is "clean. "^"^
Words which derive from this root include: Xa6ap&Q ,
-a, -ov, (clean); KaGapt-^.CL, (I cleanse); Ka6ap uciicg, -ov, 6
Ca cleansing, purification) ; dKaOapaia , -^Q , ^1 , (uncleanness ) ;
dndeapTOQ, -ov, (unclean), 28 (and HaOapOTTiQ, -r,T0Q , ri
(cleanness, purity). ^9
Of these derivatives, katharos , .katharizo and kathar-
ismos appear in Hebrews. These will be examined individually.
Ka6ap6Q . In its earliest use (e.g. Homer & Xenophon)
katharos meant clean in a physical, non-ethical sense, as
opposed to i^uTiapoQ. Thus, katharon soma was a body not smeared
with paint or ointment. In Pindar, Plato, and the tragic
poets, it had already obtained an ethical meaning. 3o In this
respect, the Septuagint speaks of cleanness of heart in
Job 8:6; 33:9; and Ps. 51:10 (50:12 in LXX^^) . More often,
2'^Metzger, Lexical Aids, p. 78. ^^Ibid.
^^Thayer, Lexicon, p. 313- 30-prench, Synonyms , pp. 320
^�'-Alfred Rahlfs (ed.), Septuaglnta (2 vols.; Stuttgart:
Wurttembergische Bibelanstalt , 1962)7
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the Old Testament speaks of a ceremonial cleanness, although in
the Septuagint katharos translates "lino (clean, pure� free
from the admixture or adhesion of anything that soils,
adulterates, or corrupts
Coming over into the New Testament, Jesus condemned the
ritual or cultlc purity sought by the Jews as quite inadequate
since it was concerned with externalities only. (Matt. 23:25 f . ;
Luke 11:41). The purity of the New Testament community was
personal and moral by nature. It consisted- in full and un
reserved self-offering to God, which renewed the heart. Those
who were pure in heart in this way were called to participate
in the kingdom of God (Matt. 5:8). Such purity of heart was
far above the cleanness of hands so greatly valued by the
Pharisees . 33
In Hebrews, katharos occurs but once, (10:22) where it
speaks of "katharos water" with which the body of the Christian,
under the new covenant, has been washed. Taken literally, its
use here is non-ethical, as Trench indicates-, 3^ however, since
the entire context is figurative, its effected result must
carry deeper undertones.
32Thayer, Lexicon, p. 312.
33Kittel, Theological Dictionary , III, 425.
34Trench, o�. cit., p. 320.
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Another word, closely related to katharos, is
.KaOapoTTiQ . 35 ^s a hap ax legomena, its only New Testament
appea:'"ance is Hebrews 9". 13. It Indicates the quality of
cleanness, and is used of the cleanness of flesh effected by
the blood of bulls and goats.
In summary, it is evident, that although katharos
originally conveyed non-ethical concepts, its use in both the
Septuagint and the Nev/ Testament carries penetrating ethical
implications .
Ka6o:p L ^ verb form of katharos , katharizo implies
causation of the root concept hence, ''to cause to be clean,
make clean."
In the New Testament, katharizo is used (1) of making
clean utensils and food, from physical stains and dirt;
C2) cleansing of leprosy by healing; C3) in a moral sense of
freeing from the defilement of sin, faults and wickedness; and
C4) purifying from the guilt of sin. 37
In the book of Hebrews, katharizo occurs three times
in chapter nine Cvv. 14, 22, 23) and once in chapter ten Cv. 2)
The design of this cluster is to contrast the superior
35Thayer, op^. cit., p. 313.
S^Greenlee, Concise Grammar, p. 20.
37Thayer, op_. cit . , p. 312; q. v. for references.
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effectiveness of the new covenant in Christ with the old.
Girdlestone ' s summary statements on "Purification according to
the N.T." are worth quoting here:
The cleansing thus effected through Christ answers to
all the aspects of the ceremonial cleansing of the O.T."
there is the actual moral change in the individual, the
clean heart, the renewed spirit, the godly life; there
is the changed social position, membership in the body of
Christ becoming a reality; and there is the being pro
nounced and regarded as clean in the sight of God through
the mediatorial agency of the High Priest. 38
KaSgpioi-iOQ. Action, or process, is indicated by the
suffix -IJ.OQ.39 Katharismos , therefore, denotes the action or
process involved in making clean; hence, "a cleansing ,
purification ; a ritual purgation or washing ... a cleansing
from the guilt of sins . "
Katharismos is largely used for moral cleansing, in
line with the New Testament view of purity. It is linked
with the earlier cultlc view, in that this katharismos still
seems to refer to a single act of purification. But, in
keeping with the double Impulse of New Testament religion,
this basic purification is found, on the one hand, in baptism
(John 3:25; Eph. 5:26; II Pet. 1:9), and on the other, in the
3^Girdlestone, O.T. Synonyms , p. 146.
39Greenlee, op_. cit . , p. 19.
^^Thayer, loc . cit .
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atoning death of Christ (Heb. 1:3; cf. I John 1:7 ff.). In
both cases it is a cleansing from sin (cf. I Peter 3:31). The
more inward concept of sin gives it greater depth than in the
Old Testament. ^1
The TeX Root Family .
The third and final family of words to be examined is
the tfX family. The basic root concept of te\ is "end."^^
Derivatives include: tgXoc; , -ouq, to, (end); xeXeco,
(I finish, fulfill); tuizEXtu)^ (I complete, perform);
�auvTeA.eoj, (I finish, accomplish); ovvieXeia.y -a^, r\, (com
pletion, consummation); tlagloq, -a, -o v(complete , perfect,
mature); T�:\eL6co,(I complete, make perfect ); TsXeuTd^o (I
come to the end of life, I die); TeXeioTriQ -titoq, (perfection);
TcXeiwaLQ -swQ, (a completing perfecting) ; Te?^e lcottiq -ov , 6
Cperfecter), and TcavTsX iq , (all-complete, perfect). The
only one of these not found in Hebrews is TeXeco.
The above words represent two strains, or major
divisions, which devolve from the common ground telos : (1)
teleo , with its derivatives, epiteleo , sunteleo and teleutao ;
and (2) telelos , with its derivatives, telelotes , teleloo ,
teleiotes and teleiosis . Panteles is a compound of pas and
Kittel, Theolog:ical Dictionary , III, pp. 429-30.
Metzger, Lexical Aids , p. 90.
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telos ; t.vv'zeXEia, Is a compound of ouv and teXoq.
The primary meaning of telos is "end"; signifying the
"termination" or "the limit at which a thing ceases to be."^3
This meaning accounts for its major use in the New Testament,
including its five appearances in Hebrews (3:6, 14; 6:8,
11; 7:3) all of which are translated "end." The first group
of words derived from telos carry a similar idea. Thus,
epiteleo is used of Moses completing the tabernacle according
to the pattern disclosed (8:5); sunteleo speaks of the new
covenant which God will accomplish with the house of Israel
(8:8); teleutao refers to Joseph, near death (11:22); and
suntelela of the consummation of the age (9:26).
It is the second group of derivatives, and panteles
which are of the most significance for this Investigation.
Therefore, ea.cY\ of these will be examined more closely.
TeXeiOQ. Adjectives having -ios suffixes signify
attribute. ^5 Therefore, telelos means "complete, perfect,"
both in a physical or literal sense�e.g. of spotless
sacrifices, or that wherein nothing is deficient, - and in the
moral sense of perfected, complete, or blameless.
^3Thayer, Lexicon, p. 6l9. ^^3:6, 14; 6:8, 11; 7:3.
^^Greenlee, Concise Grammar, p. 20.
^^Cremer, Bib 11 o-Theo logical Lexicon , p. 5^3.
In the Septuagint. it translates lZ"?"" and G"'?:r several
times. Five times telelos is used to translate Z^T where It
refers to a perfect heart (I Kings^''' 8:6l; 11:4; 15:3, 14;
I Chr. 28:9) .^^
In the New Testament, telelos describes that which is
brought to its end, finished; wanting nothing necessary to
completeness; perfect. ^9 a natural sense, persons who are
teleioi are adults who have attained the full Umlts of
stature, strength, and mental power within their reach. This
image of full, completed growth, as contrasted with Infancy
and childhood, underlies the ethical and spiritual use of
teleioi. 5�
In Hebrews, telelos is used once for the perfect
tabernacle (9:11) and once of maturity (5:14). Something of
the depth implied by the word in the latter sense, is seen by
a comparison of telelos with holokleros . In the holokleros ,
no grace which ought to be in a Christian man is deficient,
while in the telelos , no grace is merely in its weak, imperfect
beginnings, but all have reached a certain ripeness and
maturity . 5^
^''^Regnorum III in LXX.
^^George Allen Turner, "Is Entire Sanctification Scriptural?"
(mimeographed Doctor's dissertation at Harvard University, 1946), p. 9'
^^Thayer, Lexicon , p. 6l8.
-^ Trench, Synonyms , p. 75- 51lbid., p. 77.
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TeXe LOO} . Verb suffixes generally signify to cause
what the stem implies. Teleloo thus means "to cause to be
perfect; to make complete" and is the equivalent of teieion
polo . ^3 As such, it may mean to carry something through to
completion, to bring to a proposed goal or end, to accomplish;
to add what is yet wanting. in each of its nine occurrences
in Hebrews, teleloo is used of perfecting Christ (2:10, 5:9;
7:28); persons (9:9; 10:1, 14; 11:40; 12:23); and things
(7:19).
TeXe K^TTiQ. Nouns with suffix -tes (gen. -tetos ) imply
"quality. Therefore, telelotes means quality of com
pleteness�hence, perfection . The word is so translated, by
both the Authorized and American Standard Versions, in its
only appearance in HebreiArs (6:1). However, newer translations
speak of full maturity, in keeping with the context of 5:11 ff.
More will be said regarding this when the passage receives
attention in chapter five.
TE.Xe booTiiQ. A suffix ending of -tes (gen. -tou)
signifies "agent. "5^ Telelotes , thus means an agent who
^^Greenlee, Concj se Grammar, p. 20. '^^Thayer, loc_. ci^.
r4�^^Ibld.
^^Greenlee, ojk cit . , p. 19.
S^Ibid.
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completes or makes perfect, hence a perfecter . Its use in
Hebrev/s 12:2, referring to Christ, "the perfecter of our
faith," is its only occurrence anywhere in Greek literature . 57
TeA-S LcoOLQ. As a noun possessing the suffix -sis (gen.
-seos ) teleiosis conveys "action, or process. "5^ Completing,
or perfecting , is therefore to be understood by it. Its only
occurrence in Hebrews (7:11) speaks of the lack of perfecting,
through the Levitical priesthood.
navT�:?v.�Q . Panteles is another rare word. Literally,
it means "all-complete, or perfect," but is better rendered
"completely, perfectly or utterly" in its two New Testament
locations (Luke 13:11 and Heb. 7: 25). 59
Summary of tsA.- root family . Concluding his discussion
of perfection in the New Testament, centering around telelos ,
Girdlestone remarks :
"It will thus be seen that the standard of per
fection set before all Christians in the N.T. is very
high indeed, no room being left for any vjrong-doing ; ,
but the promise of needful power Is equally explicit."
^^Thayer, Lexicon, p. 6l9.
S^Greenlee, loc . cit .
59Thayer, 0�. cit . , p. 476.
^^Girdlestone, 0_^. Synonyms , p. 99.
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Westcott says that the idea of teleiosis� consummation,
bringing to perfection�is characteristic of the Epistle to
the Hebrews. ^ After a careful tracing of the occurrences and
uses of the family of words clustering about telelos , in the
Septuagint, the New Testament, and ecclesiastical writers,
Westcott concludes:
Throughout these various applications of the word
one general thought is preserved. He who is teaeloq
has reached the end which is in each case set before
him, maturity of growth, complete development of
powers, full enjoyment of privileges, perfect
possession of knowledge.
The sense of the word in the Epistle to the Hebrews
conforms exactly to this usage. The T�;>^�;loc; � the
matured Christian� is contrasted with the vnr. loq the
undeveloped babe (v. 14): the provisional and trans
itory tabernacle with that which was 'more perfect'
(ix. 11). The ripe perfectness (T�?ve lottiq) of Christian
knowledge is set against the first elementary teaching
of the Gospel (vi. 1). Christ, as He leads faith, so
to speak, to the conflict, carries It to Its absolute
triumph (xli. 2 tsXg lcottiq) . The aim of the religious
system is T�?veLcoaLQ (vii. 11), to bring men to their
true end, when all the fulness of humanity in power
and development is brought into fellowship vrith God.
And ... by His one offering, to 'make perfect them
that are sanctified' (x. 14; xi. 40; xli. 23)
Westcott 's careful research and resulting conclusions
should provide conclusive evidence of the key role this family
of words plays in the book of Hebrews.
^�'�Brooke Poss W^estcott, The Epistle to the Hebrews
(third edition; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1906 ) , p . 64
62ibid. , p. 66.
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II. DIFFERING VIEWS OP 'AFI^AZQ, KASAPfZQ
AND TEAEI'OQIN HEBREWS
The purpose of the foregoing word study was to show
the two-fold meaning which was intended by dytdCWj xaGapt^cu
and teXeiooo. Each was found to have both a literal and an
Implied meaning. The deeper, implied meaning, was already
clear in the Old Testament, though less common than cultlc
concepts. In the New Testament, however, Jesus filled these
concepts full with personal and individual significance. Paul,
and other New Testament writers, laid great stress upon the
moral and ethical Implications of these words. However,
questions have been raised regarding their particular signi
ficance in Hebrews. Do they convey the ethical and spiritual
implications of a deeper Christian experience in this book,
so steeped in Old Testam.ent typology? An answer to this
question is sought in this section.
To achieve this goal, some of the divergent views will
be presented. Following these, some arguments favoring the
ethical and moral implications of hagiazo , katharizo and
teleloo in Hebrews, will be examined. These arguments are not
intended to be exhaustive; only sufficient to prove that the
words do convey the high spiritual attainments available for
Christian believers. Once confidence in this fact has been
estatlished, the way will have been prepared for a discussion
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of the distinctive significance of the Greek verb tenses in
relation to these deeper meanings.
Some Divergent Views of ';.vud^o;, Kccdacini). and ^faf i.f.f.^. in
Hebrews
While the majority of commentators on Hebrews regard
hagiazo , katharizo and teleloo (and their cognates) as going
beyond their cultlc, ritualistic connotations, there are
exceptions. Some of these differences are presented here.
'AyLd^co , Ka6ap tgjco , and xeXci clo the same as a'-:^^)- Per
haps the most unusual position regarding the over-all thrust
of Hebrews is that held by Kenneth S. Wuest. Wuest maintains
that the book was written for unsaved Jews. His comment is
as follows :
. . . The concern of the writer must ... be with
reference to the unsaved Jew [italics in the original],
for the proposition which the writer wishes to prove
has already been accepted as tri^e by the believing
Jew of the first century. . .
With such a presupposition as a starting point,
obviously, all the key terms under discussion are equated with
a conversion experience by Wuest. Concerning hagiazo , for
example, he states that the work of sanctification refers to
"the placing of the believing sinner into the status of a saved
63Kenneth S. VJuest, Hebrews in the Greek New Testarr:ent
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 194b) , p . 15-
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person. "64
Consistent with this interpretation, "the first
principles of Christ" which are to be left behind (6:1), Ivaest
designates as the First Testament. Hence, the pressing on
"unto perfection" refers to the New Testament. He summarizes:
"Thus, these Hebrews are exhorted not to return to First
Testament teaching, but to go on to faith in the New Testament
sacrifice . "^5
Wuest is able to maintain this consistency throughout
the epistle. It seems, however, that he encounters some
difficulty with 10:29. Here, the punishment of those once
"sanctified,"�but who have trampled under foot the Son of
God� is stressed. Wuest admits the difficulty, when set
against the background he has proposed. However, he dissolves
the dilemma by admitting that the Christian church addressed
was made up of both saved and unsaved. The idea here refers
to those who professed to be sanctified.
Wuest 's position is so unusual, because he appears to
be in a class by himself. While there is much difference of
opinion as to whether the recipients of this epistle were
Jewish or Gentile Christians, no other commentator encountered
64ibid. , p. 175.
^^wuest, 0�. cit . , p. 112.
66ibid. , p. 186.
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in this study advocated that they were non-Christians . It
would appear that majority opinion inveighs against Wuest.
'AyLd^oo, KaBapt^o) and ts^e uoo) ritualistic only . There
are those who maintain that these terms hold only a ritual
istic concept in the context of Hebrews.
Robert C. Briggs, for instance, seems to give consent
to two commentators from whom he quotes. First, he quotes F.W.
Farrar, who maintains that hagiazo is descriptive of a relation
ship, not character. He says that hagiazo is used in the book
of Hebrews with respect to the formal setting aside for
service and does not appear in the sense of progressive
sanctification.^'''' Later in his thesis, Briggs quotes S. T.
Lowrie's interpretation of teleloo , which, for him means "to
bring to the appropriate end." Thus, Lowrie states that this
completing is not the impartation of holiness but forgiveness,
whereby sinners are no longer regarded as sinners but are in
C Q
a perfect relation to God.��
McFadyen says that by "sanctified" the writer of
Hebrews does not mean "made perfect in character"; rather.
^^Briggs, "The Perfect Tense in Hebrews," p. 8l,
citing F. W. Farrar, "Epistle to the Hebrews," Cambridge Greek
Testament, p. 130.
68lbid . , p. 85, citing S. T. Lowrie, An Explanation
of the Epistle to the Hebrews , p. 356.
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"made ritually holy" so to speak, made fit to enter the
presence of God.^9
Griffith Thomas observes that "sanctification" in
Hebrews is always associated with Christ, never with the Koly
Spirit. This Is conclusive evidence for him that its meaning
is "consecration rather than purification" and that it refers
to "position, not to condition . "'^^ Likewise, he denies that
"perfection" ever means sinlessness, here or elsewhere in the
New Testament . With regard to his view of sanctification,
perhaps it could be pointed out here, that of the twenty-
seven occurrences of hagiazo in the entire New Testament, only
once (Rom. 15:l6) is it associated directly with the Koly
Spirit. '^^ This would imply that either he has misinterpreted
its significance in Hebrews or that he must extend his
generalization beyond Hebrews.
^9Joseph P. McPadyen, Through Eternal Spirit (New York:
George H. Doran Co., n.d.), p. 15^7
'''^W. H. Griffith Thomas, Let Us_ Go On (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1944), p. 35.
7^Ibid. , p. 12.
72see W. P. Moulton and A. S. Geden, A Concordance
to the Greek Testament fourth edition (Edinburgh: T. i T.
cTarkT 1963) , p. 10.
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Arguments Favoring the Ethical and Personal Implications of
'
Aytd^co, Kaeapt^oo and TeXs loco in Hebrews .
Those who restrict the meaning of these words to their
literal, ritualistic concepts, appear to be in the minority.
Even then, they are not always consistent with this inter
pretation. There are several arguments which militate against
such a position.
Old Testament background . It has already been pointed
out that the deeper, moral and ethical implications of the
words under consideration were not unknown in their Old
Testament counterparts. This applies, not only to the use of
these terms in the Septuagint, but even to the Hebrew words.
This argument can be strengthened by a citation from
Turner's study. It was his observation that in a total of
ninety-three instances, the Old Testament used T~7, and
?7i', "to indicate unmistakably man's MORAL CHARACTER.
"^3
This fact alone, would seem to destroy the argument based
upon the Old Testament imagery of Hebrews.
Philip Schaff makes the following significant statement
concerning the line of connection between Old Testament and
'''^Turner, "Is Entire Sanctification Scriptural?"
Appendix I. The breakdown he gives is as follows:
'chi? , meaning holy, or to sanctify � 21 times;
CCi" , meaning perfect, upright 58 times;
? 77-, meaning perfect, 14 times.
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New Testament holiness:
Human holiness In the New Testament Is represented
as starting at the centre of man's being,�his heart,�
and as extending outwards to his acts and words. The
representation of the Old Testament represents it as
starting at the surfact CDeut . xiv. 21), and penetrating
inwards to the heart. That of the Old Testament is
more ceremonial, but by no m.eans exclusively so. The
law also made the holiness of Israel conditional on
obedience to the divine will (Exod. xlx. 5 sq. ; Lev.
XX. 7 sq.). that is, upon moral considerations and a
moral aim.'^
This also appears to be a valid observation, and if so, it
offers further grounds for a spiritual interpretation of
Hebrews .
Superiority of the New Covenant . One of the strongest
arguments favoring a deeper significance for these words is
the emphasis of Hebrews upon the superiority of the new
covenant. To stop short of this and relegate all interpre
tation to cultlc terminology is to miss what is perhaps the
main point of the book. The writer is emphasizing exactly
the opposite of a ritualistic concept. It was at this point
that the old covenant was inadequate (cf. 7:19; 9:9; 10:1).
The whole thrust of Hebrews appears to be the efficacy of
Christ's work to change life from within (cf. 9:l4). The
following statement makes this very clear:
74philip Schaff, et . al. (eds.). Religious
Encyclopedia, p. 1003.
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Hebrews emphasizes the superiority of the new covenant
to the old. . . . The result of . . . supreme sacrifice
. . . is supreme cleansing. Unlike that of the old
covenant, it does not apply only to the body (9:13);
it applies to the conscience (9:l4). The death of
Christ accomplishes this cleansing from sins (1:3) and
liberation from sinful impulses (9:14 , . .). It thus
gives access to holiness and enables man truly to live
in the presence of God. "^5
The same idea is conveyed by Cremer in his definition
of hagiazo : "To sanctify means, to_ make anything a participator,
according to its measure , in God ' s holiness , in Christ's purity
. . .
"'^^ Cremer does not indicate that it means anything else
in Hebrews.
R. Newton Flew is equally convinced that those who
distinguish between the religious and the ethical, in Hebrews,
over-press the distinction. He grants that the primary sense
of the words hagiazo , katharizo and teleloo is not moral
change but a change in religious attitude. However, he goes
on to state that the words "hold inalienably the conception
of moral cleansing in their context here.""^*^ He supports
this claim, in part, by pointing out that the exhortation to
pursue holiness, in 12:14 ff., is in a context of strong
ethical considerations. The illustration of Esau and the
'''^Kittel, Theological Dictionary, III, 426.
'''^Cremer, Theological Lexicon, p. 54.
"^"^R. Newton Flew, The Idea of Perfection in Christian
Theology (London: Oxford University Press, 1934T7 p7 8'67
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mention of fornication make it plain that the writer is
thinking of people who prefer the immediate gratification of
their wishes to any higher end in life. Similarly, the
heglasmehoi are those who have God's laws written on their
hearts (8:10). Flew says that there is no doubt that this
must include moral purification.''''^
Similarly, concerning teliotes. Flew reasons that
since Christ is returning a second time, "apart from sin"
(9:28), a certain freedom from sin is implied Inherently. The
full consummation is yet to come, but in a sense the future
age is already here.'^^
From the standpoint of the emphasis of Hebrews, then,
on the superiority of the new covenant through Christ, it
would seem reasonable to conclude that the words carry deep
spiritual meaning.
The Example of Christ .
Some commentators stress the emphasis of the epistle
on the example of Christ's perfection as reason for
accepting moral and ethical meanings for these words. This
theme recognizes the emphasis of Hebrews upon "participation"
with Christ. Flew advocates this view also, for he says:
"^^Ibid. , pp. 86-7.
79ibid. , p. 89.
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The inference from his language (e.g. in 11. 10-13)
is that the perfection which Christ came to Inaugurate
in His brethren is the perfection achieved in this
earthly life and consummated in His death , . . The
constant prominence given to Christ as the pattern,
rather than as the object of faith, can only mean
that this Christ-like perfection is possible for us in
time. ^0
Allen Wlkgren shares the same view. As a result of his
response of faith in Christ as Redemptor and Perfecter, the
believer is "proleptically telelos through initiation and
participation" in that community of faith v;hlch constitutes
the ideal goal (cf. 11:40). He has tasted of the powers of
the -age to come. Wlkgren continues his argument:
In view of the general emphases of the Epistle this
might well be called a 'realized teleology,' or perhaps
better, a 'realized teleiology,' For there is an
absolute demand involved, a demand for a perfection
which in the thought of the author is doubtless the
counterpart of the perfectly efficacious atonement for
sin made through Christ as perfect high priest and
perfect sacrifice. �1
From the viewpoint of the example achieved by Christ,
coupled with the demands and promises of the epistle, it
appears evident that one of the primary purposes of the
author is precisely to make clear the higher demands of the
gospel through Christ. This being so, hagiazo, katharizo and
teleloo bear more than ritualistic meaning.
80lbid. , pp. 81-2 .
^^Allen Wlkgren, "Patterns of Perfection in the Episrle
to Hebrews," New Testament Studies , VI (January, I960, l6l-2.)
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Summary
It would appear that the arguments presented in favor
of the moral and ethical concepts inherent in the significant
words for this study outweigh those contrary. More commentators
could be cited for support�and many are cited in the
exegesis of Hebrews in chapters five and six�but these should
establish the relevance of haglazo , katharizo and teleloo for
the doctrine of Sanctification in the book of Hebrews.
CHAPTER IV
BACKGROUND OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS
Many of the factors pertaining to a critical intro
duction of the Epistle to the Hebrews are of only secondary
importance for this study. Therefore, such details as author
ship, date of writing, and destination will receive only
passing attention.
However, those facts contributing to the historical
setting, the spiritual condition of the recipients, and the
author's purpose for writing the epistle, are of primary con
cern. Consequently, greater attention will be devoted to them.
The most salient point requiring to be established is
the spiritual condition of the recipients. Since the doctrine
of Sanctification is preached to Christians primarily, it is
important to make firm the conviction that the readers of
this epistle were, for the most part, those who had already
aligned themselves with Christ. The purpose of this chapter
is to present evidence, from the epistle, that the audience
addressed were already converted and that the primary purpose
of the writer was to urge them on into a deeper religious
experience with Christ. Once this has been accomplished, the
stage will have been prepared for the distinctive contributions
of the Greek verb tenses.
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I. AUTHOR, DATE AND DESTINATION OP HEBREWS
As noted above, matters pertaining to the authorship,
date and destination of the Epistle to the Hebrews are of
secondary importance to the purpose of this study. Furthermore,
such diverse disagreement prevails in these areas, that no
conclusive decision can be reached. Therefore, very limited
consideration will be devoted to them, and there will be no
attempt at finality.
Author
The authorship of Hebrews has been the source of debate
for centuries. Included among the intelligent guesses for
its author are: Paul, Apollos, Barnabas and Priscilla. There
are others, but these are favorites of commentators. It is
best to end where most commentators end; with Origen 's con
clusion. Moffatt summarizes it well:
Perhaps our modern pride resents being baffled by
an ancient document, but it is better to admit that we
are not yet wiser on this matter than Origen was, seven
teen centuries ago. The author of Uphc, '_,j3atouQ
cannot be identified with any figure known to us in the
primitive Christian tradition. He left great prose to
some little clan of early Christians^ but who they were
and who he was, to iu,� v dA,r]6 sq deoq, olbsv ["only God
knows the truth" j.^
^James Moffatt, The Epistle to the Hebrews (Inter
national Critical Commentary, eds. S. R. Driver, A. Plummer,
C. A. Briggs; New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1924),
p.. XX.
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A few general facts are adduced by ?. ?. Bruce. The
author must have been a second-generation Christian, well
versed in the study of the Septuagint, which he interpreted
according to a creative exegetical principle. He possessed
a copious vocabulary and was the master of a fine rhetorical
style. He was a Hellenist, who inherited the outlook of
those pioneers of Gentile mission described in Acts 11:19 ff.
This is about as much as can be asserted, concerning
the author.
Date of Writing
There is no more agreement among scholars on the date
of writing, than on authorship.
Scholars who attribute the impending destruction of
Jerusalem in A.D. 70 as one of the primary factors precipi
tating the writing, argue for a date Just prior to this
event. Those who disregard this crisis as a contributing
factor are equally ardent for a date some time in the latter
quarter of the first century. The first that extant
literature knows of its existence is about A.D. 96, in,
Clement of Rome's epistle to the Corinthian church. The
"^F. F. Bruce, The Epistle to the Hebrews (The Mevj
International Commentary on the New Testar.ent , ed., F. F.
Bruce; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1964), p. xlll.
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language of I Clement 36:1-5 strongly resembles Hebrews
1:3-7.3
Destination
It becomes clear from what was said regarding the date
of writing that one's view of the date influences his choice
of destination and vice versa. Those regarding the sack of
Jerusalem as an Impetus for the epistle , naturally conclude
that Jerusalem was its destination. Scholars who do not see
this connection have a wider range of choice.
Clarence Roddy observes that Jerusalem, Alexandria and
Rome have been considered, with Rome the highest on the list
at the present. This, he says, is mainly because of the
statement in 13:24, "they from Italy salute you." The
reasoning is that the writer is sending the greetings of the
Italians who are with him, back to the home folk.'^
Again, the evidence is inconclusive. However, Barclay
points out some general factors regarding the destination,
evidenced by the epistle. First, he notes that it must not
have been one of the great churches, or the name of the
Sibid . , p . xxxiv.
4ciarence S. Roddy, The Epistle to the Hebrevrs (?ro-
claiming the New Testament series, ed. , Ralph G. Turnbull;
Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1962), p. 9.
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place could not have so oonpletely vanished. Second, It
apparently was written to a long-established church (5:12).
Third, some time in the past, the church had suffered per
secution (10:32-34). Fourth, the church had known great days
and had had great teachers and leaders (13:7). Fifth, this
church was not founded directly by the apostles (2:3). Sixth,
it was written to a church which had been marked by generosity
and liberality (6: 10). 5
Much beyond this, enters the realm of speculation.
II. THE RECIPIENTS OF HEBREWS
More vital for this study than information pertaining
to authorship, date, and destination of the epistle is data
revealing the historical circumstances prevailing at the
time of writing, the spiritual condition of the recipients
and the impending perils, and the author's purpose in writing.
To some extent, of course, one's view of the historical
setting will be determined by whether one selects Jerusalem,
Rome, or some other destination. However, certain general
ities prevail, regardless of the locale chosen.
Swilliam Barclay, The Letter to the Heb rev: s (The
Dally Study Bible series, second edition; Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1957), p. xlx.
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The Spiritual Condition of the Recipients
Perhaps the key to the value of this study revolves
around the spiritual condition of those to whom the epistle
was sent. If they were "unsaved Jews," as V.'uest contends,
there would be little point in searching for deeper teachings
on sanctification in Christian experience. This would amount
to eisegesis. On the other hand, if the addressees were
Christians�either Jew or Gentile� there is much to be gained
by an exegesis of the writer's message to them.
Opinions of commentators . It has been pointed out that
Wuest stands in a class by himself. Majority opinion votes
against his position.
Moffatt conceives of the writer's audience as a mixture
of Jewish and Gentile Christians. He states that the author
"addresses his circle, irrespective of their origin, as all
members of the People of God, who accept the Book of God."'^
The expression "the Book of God" refers to the Septuagint,
which Moffatt says is the codex of their religion. McFadyen
reaches a similar conclusion, that the congregation must be
o
mixed . �
^Wuest, Hebrews in the Greek Testament , p. 15, (Cf.
pp, 44 ff. of this study.)
''^Moffatt, Hebrews (I . C. C. ) , pp. xvi-xvii.
^McFadyen, Through Eternal Spirit , p. 22.
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Barclay settles for the designation "second generation
Christians . "9 He regards the writer as the teacher of a
small "college of Christians in Rome" who are training to be
teachers in the Christian Church.
P. P. Bruce concludes that "the recipients of the
epistle were probably Jewish believers." He also cites
Bornhauser and Spicq, as carrying this classification even
further, by asserting that "they were not rank-and-file Jewish
Christians, but more probably converts from the Jewish priest
hood."^^
The common denominator in each of these is that the
recipients of the Epistle to the Hebrews were Christians.
Internal evidence . Internal evidence confirms this
conclusion. The readers: (1) were in danger of drifting
away from the gospel (2:1); (2) were partakers of a heavenly
calling (3:1); (3) were addressed as "holy brethren" (3:1);
(4) were God's house (3:6); (5) were in danger of falling
^Barclay, Hebrews , p. xvill.
�^"^Ibid. , pp. xx-xxi .
�'-�'�Bruce, Epistle to Hebrews , pp. xxvii-xxix, citing
K. Bornhauser, Empfanger und Verfasser des Briefes an die
Hebraer (Gutersloh, 1932), condensed by C. Sandegren, "The
Addressees of the Epistle to the Hebrews," Evangelical
Quarterly, XXVII (1955), pp. 221 ff.; C. Spicq, L'EpTtre
aux Hebreux (Paris, 1952), I, 226 ff.
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away from the living God (3:12); (6) were partakers of Christ
(3:l4); (7) ought to have been teachers, by the time of this
writing (5:12); (8) knew the doctrine of the first principles
of Christ (6:1); (9) needed to "press on" to maturity (6:1);
(10) had been sanctified through the offering of the body of
Christ (10:10); (11) had received the knowledge of the truth
(10:26); (12) were enlightened (10:32); (13) had suffered
persecution for their faith (10:33); (14) had evidenced
Christian love (13:1); and (15) knew the meaning of prayer
(13:l8). In addition to these passages, the many "we"
sections, and references to "brethren," imply a common
Christian affinity of writer and readers. It is probable
also that the apostates described in 6:4-6 had been members
of the group addressed. The high Christian stature of those
apostates is described as those who: (1) were once en
lightened; (2) had tasted of the heavenly gift; (3) were
partakers of the Holy Spirit; (4) had tasted the good word of
God, and the powers of the age to come.
Summary . The accumulated evidence of the scholars
cited and the internal evidence, would appear convincing,
that the recipients of Hebrews were largely a Christian group.
The Historical Setting Surrounding the Recipients
Having established that the readers of the epistle
were Christians, it will prove profitable to enquire into zr.e
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histoi'icai situation surrounding them, which prompted the
writing of Hebrews.
Some commentators�especially those who espouse the
theory that these are Jewish Christians--are led automatically
to the conclusion tha': tiieir greatest peril is a relapse into
Judaism, or that they need to be weaned away from Judaism.
That this deduction is unsubstantiated is clarified by Moffatt.
He points out that the writer "never refers to the temple, any
more than to circumcision. It is the tabernacle of the
pentateuch which interests him . . ."^^
Another pitfall to be avoided, McFadyen suggests, is
in assuming that the epistle is a polemic, and that each
position of the author is asserted in opposition to a contrary
tendency among the readers. This does not hold true with
respect to any implied temptation on the part of the readers
13
to revive the long obsolete tabernacle ritual.
Once again, however, there are certain generalities
which obtain and are very explicit in the epistle. Marcus
Dods nas done an excellent piece of work in summarizing these:
, . . The danger which roused the writer to inter
pose was ... a gradual, almost unconscious admission
of doubt which dulled hope and slackened energy. They
had professed Christianity for some time Cv. 12); and
l^Moffatt, Ibid. , p. xvi . CCf. McFadyen, Ibid., p. 21.)
-'-^McFadyen , Through Eternal Spirit , p. 23.
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the sincerity of their profession had been proved by the
manner in which they had borne severe persecution (x.
33, 34). They had taken joyfully the spoiling of
their possessions; they had endured a great conflict
with sin (xli. 4 [the correct reference is xli. 4] and
the day-by-day contempt and derision they experienced
as Christians (xlll. 13), more vjearing to the spirit
than sharper persecution. Consequently, their knees
had become feeble to pursue the path of righteous en
durance and activity, their hands hung limply by their
side as if they were defeated men (xli. 12). They had
ceased to make progress and were in danger of falling
away (vi. 1-4, ill. 12) and were allowing an evil heart
of unbelief to grow in them. No doubt this listless,
semi-believing condition laid them open to the in
cursion of 'divers and strange teachings' (xlll. 9)
and in itself was full of peril. -'-
Roddy's pointed description of the plight of the readers
is perhaps somewhat more speculative than Dods', but, none
theless, very likely true to historical fact:
The recipients of this letter had been exposed, for
probably a quarter of a century, to some form of
persecution. They were despised by the Jev;s as traitors
to Israel and were, therefore, anathema; they v;ere mis
understood by the Romans and had no standing with the
state department of religion and were castigated as
atheists. They were a misplaced group encountering
nothing but tension in all the areas of life's ex
periences: commercial, political, and social. They
were getting tired of the struggle. Therefore, they
were drifting into indolence, indifference and apathy
as to their Christian faith. ^
Summary
All of these factors�and doubtless, many more beyond
comprehension�contributed to the perils faced by these
l^Marcus Dods, "The Epistle to the Hebrews," (The
Expositor ' s Greek Nev; Testar.ent , ed., \\ . Robertson Nicoll;
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans , n.d.), IV, 235.
15Roddy , Hebrews, p. 27.
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first-century Christians. The yawning chasm before them was
apostasy and they were in danger of toppling. This, stated
in its simplest terms, appears to have been what precipitated
the penning of this message by the watchful shepherd.
The Remedy Prescribed
The ailment has been diagnosed. Now v;hat is the pre
scribed remedy? Tnis subject forms a crucial link in the
chain as did the spiritual condition of the recipients, for
it is the underlying conviction of this thesis that the
remedy prescribed to effect a cure was a reversal of the
dominant trend. That is, rather than allowing themselves to
continue to drift haplessly away from Christ (cf. 2:1),
there must be a conscious effort to move closer to Christ.
The only thing which would win the day was the reality and
vitality of a cleansing, perfecting, sanctifying experience.
They were to break the spell of religious lethargy and engage
in vital involvement, with a view to victory over temptation
and sin, after the pattern of the Captain of their salvation.
Though frequently expressed in different terms, this
is the conclusion reached by many commentators. For example,
Griffith Thomas regards Priesthood as the main theme of
Hebre v.'s . As Savior , he com.ments, our Lord is regarded as
applying to the commencement of the Christian life� justification
of the sinner�while Kis Priesthood is connected with the
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continuance and permanence of the Christian life. Priesthood
seems to refer specially. If not exclusively, to the pre
vention of sin. Christ ever lives for the express purpose
of guaranteeing the believer against sinning.
-^^ Coupled with
this, Thomas shows the stress which the entire epistle lays
upon steadfastness at every stage: 3:l4; 4:2, 12, 13; 6:1,
19; 10:26; 12:27, 28; 13:8. Steadfastness is one of the
essential marks of the true, growing, deepening Christian
llfe.^'''
Bruce enlarges the foregoing thought on Priesthood by
his observation that Hebrews is the only New Testament
document which expressly calls Him a Priest. The purpose of
the writer's emphasis on Christ's Priesthood is to establish
the finality of the gospel as the way of perfection; the way
which alone leads men to God without any barrier or interruption
of access.-'-^
Montefiore expresses the major positive ethical theme
of the epistle as a call to Christian maturity and perfection,
grounded in the perfection of Christ.
^9 And, McFadyen states
^^Thomas, Let Us Go On, pp. 12, 53, 95.
^'^Ibid. , p. 29.
1 o
Bruce, Hebrews , p. ill.
l^Hugh Montefiore, The Spistle to the Hebrev.-s (Harper ' s
New Testament Commentaries , ed., Henry Chadwlck; New York:
HiFper & Row, 1964), p. 104.
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that the writer gets down to the roots of things v/hen he
tells us that we have not that purity without which we
cannot see God, and that of ourselves we can never win such
purity. Only through what Jesus has done for us in His life
�and especially in His death�are we delivered from fear and
all that shackles us, given a new mastery over ourselves, a
new confidence in the presence of God, and a new sense of
20
fellowship with Him.
Summary
Such comments as those just quoted sustain the afore
mentioned contention that the central thrust of Hebrews is a
challenge to the deeper, sustaining experience of the
sanctified life.
III. THE EPISTLE'S RELEVANCE FOR TODAY
Does the book of Hebrews hold any relevance for today?
Again, Wuest finds himself in the minority when he asserts
that Hebrews is concerned with a situation which existed in
the first century; therefore, there is no secondary applica
tion for today. He does, however, temper his dogmatism
slightly, with some qualifying statements .
2'^McFadyen, Through Eternal Spirit, p. 34.
21wuest, Hebrews in Greek New Testar.ent, oreface.
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For the most pa.rt ^ though, the observations of
G. Canpbell Morgan and Westcott are representative of
students of the book of Hebrews. Morgan's comment is:
"While it is self-evident that this letter or treatise was
written to and for Hebrev/s, its teaching is for all Christla:
Westcott 's remark is even more explicit:
Every student of the Epistle to the Hebrews must feel
that it deals in a peculiar degree with the thoughts
and trials of our own time. . . . The difficulties
which come to us . . . correspond with those which
came to Jewish Christians at the close of the Apostolic
age, and they will find their solution also In fuller
views of the Person and Work of Christ. The promise
of our Lord awaits fulfilment for us in this present
day, as it found fulfi.ment for them . .
These remarks should serve to demonstrate the value
of a 3tudy of the message of Hebrews.
IV. ANALYSIS OF HEBREWS
Broad Outline
The broadest outline of Hebrews would be as follows:
1:1-3 Prologue
1:4-10:18 Doctrinal Division
10:19-13:19 Practical Division
13:20-25 Benediction
^^G. Campbell Morgan, God ' s Last Word to Man (London:
Marshall, Morgan & Scott, n.d.), p . 8 .
^3Brooke Foss Westcott, The r.cistle zo the ��e^.-'s
Third edition. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 19^0 ) , ?
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The doctrinal and practical divisions are not mutually ex
clusive. Rather, there is some intertwining of both elements
in each division. It is probably for this reason that
Theodore Haering saw the organization of the epistle as a
unified alternation of "witness and warning. "^^ Similarly,
Dr. Kuist analyzed the epistle in a pattern of concomitant
variation . ^5
Perhaps the dominant law of relationship in the book
is Cause and Effect. This Is seen, in part, by the fifteen
"therefore ' s" In the epistle. 27 Recurrence and Contrast are
strongly evident, also. However, the primary purpose of the
writer is not Information, but action. He informs to Incite
response. Moffatt appears to miss this vital element in his
introduction of Hebrews. He is long on his discussion of the
writer's view of Jesus, the Old Testament levitical practices.
Theodore Haering, "Gedankengang und Grundgedanken des
Hebraerbriefes ,
" Zeltschrlft fur die Neutest ament liche Wissen-
schaft und die Kunde der glteren Klrche (title, for abbreviation
Z.N.T.W., located In Union List of Serials), XVIII (1917-18),
145-64, cited by Allen Wlkgren, "Patterns of Perfection in the
Epistle to Hebrews," New Testament Studies , VI (January, I960, l60.
^^From W. T. Dayton's notes, under Lr. Kuist.
^^For complete list of laws of relationship, see Traina,
Methodical Bible Study, pp. 50 ff.
2^1:9; 2:1; 4:1, 6, 9, 11, l6; 6:1; 7:11; 9:23; 10:19, 35;
11:12; 13:13, 15 (KJV).
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and related themes, but he virtually overlooks the causal
effect desired by the writer. ^8
Prologue (1:1-3)
The prologue begins with God, spans the Old Testament
era, focuses upon the gospel through Christ, epitomizes the
plan of salvation, and ends with Christ seated on the right
hand of God. In one extended�yet incomplete�sentence, the
writer of Hebrews encompasses the totality of time.
Doctrinal Division (1:4-10:18)
In the doctrinal division, the author shows the super
iority of Christ: (1) to angels, 1:4-2:18; (2) to Moses and
Joshua, 3:1-4:13; and (3) to the Aaronic priesthood and the
old covenant, 4:l4-10:l8.
The doctrinal division crescendos to a climax in
10:12-14. These verses echo the great theme set forth in
1:3: "when he had offered one sacrifice for sins for ever,
[he] sat down on the right hand of God" (10:12, ASV) . But,
the writer expands the thought, by pointing to its effect:
"For by one offering he hath perfected for ever them that are
sanctified" (10:14, ASV). Here is the great raison d'etre of
doctrine .
27Moffatt, Hebrews (I.C.C. ) .
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Practical Division ClO : 19-13 : 19 )
The causative force of the doctrinal division Is seen
in the exhortations of the practical division, which are
designed to stimulate response. Verses 19-21 of chapter 10
form a transition from the doctrinal division to the
practical. These verses gather up the total thrust of the
doctrinal division and prepare the way for its practical
application .
The structure of the practical division Is a series of
twenty exhortations, each of which is substantiated with
reasons for heeding It. Some of the exhortations are
secondary, in that they develop within the discussion of a
major theme.
The material in the practical division may be grouped
into four sections: (1) Exhortation to draw near in faith
(10:22-11:40); (2) Exhortation to endure with patience
(12:1-13): (3) Exhortation to follow peace and sanctification
(12:14-28); (4) Miscellaneous exhortations (13:1-19).
Benediction (13:20-25)
The great benedictory prayer articulates the writer's
desire for his readers that they may be perfect and do God's
will, even as Christ (13:21).
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Summary
For summing up the message of Hebrews in one succinct
statement, probably G. Campbell Morgan is unexcelled. He
links together a portion of 1:1-2 with 12:25;
"God . . . hath . . . spoken ... in his Son"
"See that ye refuse not Hlm."^^
V. RECAPITULATION
The groundwork has now been laid for an exegetical sti
of the Greek verb tenses in relation to the doctrine of
Sanctification in Hebrews.
This has been achieved, first, by introducing the
problem, showing its importance, and defining the limits of
this study (Chapter I).
The second stage (Chapter II) was an examination of
the distinctives of the Greek aorist, present and perfect
tenses. It was seen that the aorist tense looks at an actior
as a whole and frequently denotes punctiliar action; the
present tense usually conveys continuous, or repetitive
action; and the perfect emphasizes the abiding result of a
prior completed action.
Chapter III consisted of a word study of hagiazo ,
katharlzg and teleloo , along with their cognates. The
^Morgan, God's Last Word to Man, p. 129-
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two-fold implications of these words�ritual and ethical�
were seen to be especially pertinent to the book of Hebrews.
The present chapter (IV) has established the spiritual
condition of the recipients of the epistle as Christians who
were in danger of apostatizing. The author exhorted them to
arrest their drifting and Go On to a deeper, remedial ex
perience of perfection, or Christian maturity. The analysis
of the book served to demonstrate the author's primary purpose,
that of effecting the desired maturity by setting forth Christ
as Priest, Pattern, and Perfecter.
It remains now, to examine the distinctive contribution
of the Greek verb tenses to the central message of Hebrews.
CHAPTER V
EXEGESIS OF PASSAGES RELATING TO SANCTIFICATION
IN HEBREWS CHAPTERS ONE THROUGH SEVEN
The procedure for this portion of the study will be to
follow the order of the text of Hebrews, selecting for con
centration those passages which are pertinent to the topic.
These will be related to the total context to maintain con
tinuity. The main divisions of the epistle with their
respective sections, will serve as the outline for this
chapter and the next, both of which deal with exegesis.
I. PROLOGUE (1:1-3)
Mickelsen has summarized the sweeping scope of the
prologue in the following words :
The prologue affirms the distinctiveness of the Son.
He is before history, in history, above history, the
goal of history, and the agent who brings about a
cleansing of men from the sins committed in history.-'-
It is in this context that the first phrase of concern to this
study is encountered: Ka0apua[j.6v tcov duapTLcov TioiT]o6.\iEyoQ�
"when he had made purification of sins" (1:3) �
�'�Holman Study Bible (Philadelphia; A. J. Holman Co.,
1962), p. 1123a.
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Katharismos Is a noun which Indicates the action or the
process of cleansing. It occurs only here in Hebrews. The
aorist tense of the participle Cpoigsamenos ) emphasizes that
the act of purifying was completed in the past. There is an
implicit contrast�which is made explicit later in the
epistle�between the once-for-all , completed act of Christ and
the annually repeated levitical sacrifices (cf. 10:11-14)
The use of the middle voice, suggests that Christ Him
self, in His own Person, made the purification . 3 Instead of
appointing a priest who could only picture a cleansing and
accomplish a ceremonial purity. He became Priest and actually
cleansed men from sin, and so effected their actual fellow-
ship with God. But, not only was He Priest, He was also the
Victim of sacrifice. 5
Katharizo is used frequently in the Gospels for the
cleansing of lepers. Thus, to make katharlsmon of sins, means
to purify by the removal of sins,^ i.e., to make sin pass
'^Montefiore, Hebrews , p. 38. ^Westcott, Hebrews, p. 15-
^Dods, Expositor's Greek Testament , IV, 247.
^Montefiore, og_. cit . , p. 37.
^W. F. Moulton, "The Epistle to the Hebrews" (Vol. VIII
of Ellicott ' s Commentary on the Whole Bible , ed. , Charles J .
Ellicott . 8~vols.; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, n.d.), VIII,
284.
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away or disappear. 7 Brown amplifies the depth of the thought
as follows:
To purge our sins ... is just to do what, in the
estimation of infinite wisdom and righteousness, is
necessary in order to our being delivered from the
natural consequences of our sins, in a way consistent
with the honor of the Divine perfections, and the
stability and prosperity of the Divine moral ad
ministration�to do what may make it Just in God to
justify the ungodly, and lay a foundation for fitting
man for intercourse with God."
It would appear that, subsumed under the past, com
pleted katharlsmon of sins is the entire process of salvation.
All that needs to be done to effect Initial salvation,
sanctification, complete Christian maturity and final en
trance into the presence of God has been accomplished,
provisionally. Christ dealt with the total sin problem with
one mortal blow.
This accomplished, Christ "sat down" itx&dioev--
aorist). John Wesley commented that this word "sat down"
contains the scope, the theme, and the sum of the epistle.
Priests stood while they ministered. Sitting, therefore,
9
denotes the consummation of His sacrifice.
7
Franz Delitzsch, Commentary on the Epistle to the
Hebrews , trans. T. L. Kingsbury ( 2 vols . Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1952), I, 55.
g
John Brown, An Exposition of Hebrews (n.p.: The Banner
of Truth Trust, 1961), p. 33-
9
^John Wesley, Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament
(London: Epworth Press, 1966), p. 811.
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These two aorists (polesamenos and ekathlsen) provide
striking contrast to the two present participles wv (being)
and cpepcov (bearing). His eternal being ("absolute and time
less existence ,
"l'^ and His work in the support of created
things, are contrasted with the completed atonement and His
assumption of sovereign power at the right hand of God."*"-^
1 p
His mission completed on earth. He "took his seat" in heaven.
Summary of Prologue
The Prologue has viewed, with one sweeping scan, all
that was involved in Christ's incarnation, death, and
resurrection. In what follows, the author backtracks to
amplify how and why it all transpired.
Christ 's Superiority to Angels (1:4-2:18)
The balance of chapter one sets forth the superiority of
a Son to angels. On the basis of this proved superiority,
the writer presents his first practi9al warning.
Practical warning (2:1-4). Neglect of the salvation
proclaimed by the Lord Himself and attested by God in miracles
II. DOCTRINAL DIVISION (1:4-10:18)
10
Robertson, Word Pictures , V, 335.
IIWestcott, Hebrews , p. 14.
12
Robertson, 0�. cit V, 337.
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and gifts of the Holy Ghost will incur heavier punishment than
that which was inflicted upon those who neglected the word
spoken by angels.
The exhortation is introduced with "therefore," thus
basing it upon what has been established in chapter 1. West
cott suggests that del ("we ought") marks logical necessity,
and not moral obligation; we must, rather than we_ ought.
This interpretation strengthens the force of "therefore" and
hence of the argument.
Two verbs of interest here are in verse 1 and another
is in verse 3. "Therefore, we must continually give (Kpooexe i- v ,
Pres. Act. Infin. of Ylpooex^) the more earnest heed to the
things that were heard, lest we he carried away (Tiapapuw^ev ,
Aor- Pass. Subj . of napafi^^co) from them" (v. 1)." . . . How
shall we escape, after having neglected (d^eXfjoavTec;, Aor - Act.
Partlc. of(i.tie^^w so great a salvation?") (v. 3).
The present tense of prosecho suggests giving constant
attention to the things heard. The word means to hold to, and
to take heed in a practical way.^^ in contrast to a constant,
conscious effort to devote attention to the gospel, the
^^Dods, Expositor's Greek Testament , IV, 258.
-'�^Westcott, 0�. cit . , p. 36.
15wiiiiam E. Vine, The Epistle to the Hebrews (London:
Ollphants, 1957), p. 20.
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Imminent danger was drifting away from it through inattention.
The figure behind pararheo is that of a vessel being borne by
the current and swept along past the sure anchorage which is
within reach. 16 xt suggests inattention not Intention. This
takes no effort. As Vincent says, "Drifting is a mark of
death: giving heed, of life. The log drifts with the tide;
the ship breasts the adverse waves, because some one is
giving earnest heed."-'-^ The metaphor is strengthened by the
subjunctive, the mood of mild contingency or probability.-'-^
In verse 2, the two categories of sins which brought
punishment were: (1) parabasis ("transgression")�stepping
across a line, and (2) parakoe ("disobedience"). Parakoe
begins by meaning imperfect hearing, as of a deaf man. It
goes on to mean careless hearing and ends by meaning unwill
ingness to hear; thus, disobedience to the voice of God. It
is the deliberate shutting of the ears to the commands and
IQ
warnings of God. ^
Ameleo , in verse 3, adds to the danger of disinterest.
20
A (not), meleo (to care) conveys carelessness and disregard.
-'�^Robinson-,- Word Pictures, p. 3^2.
�"�"^M. R. Vincent, Word Studies in the New Testament (4
vols.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1946), IV, 393.
1 8
Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, p. 170.
�'�^Barclay, Hebrews, p. 14. ^^Vlne, 0�. cit . , p. 20.
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The aorist participle means action prior to the leading verb.
Thus, if one's life has been characterized by disinterest and
neglect, there is no escape from retribution. Amelesantes is
best illustrated by Matthew 22:5, where it is used of those
who disregarded, or treated with contempt, the invitation to
the marriage supper. 2-'-
By way of summary, the author's purpose in this first
warning is to arouse these Christians out of their lethargy.
Roddy comments that they were occupied with the tensions of
persecution and thus tended to surrender the finest and the
best for the poorer and the worst. This is common to every
generation, for Christianity presents such a high ethic and
demands such quality living that often, in discouragement,
believers give up and drift into Indifference, which leads
to loss of vital faith. Men need to know that when God
speaks, one cannot ignore Him; it is a matter of life or
death! 22
2:5-18. In the Interlude of 2:5-9, the writer dis
cusses mankind. Man was meant to have dominion over
everything, but he has not. He is a creature who is
frustrated by his own circumstances, defeated by his
Dods, Expositor's Greek Testament , IV, 259.
22Roddy, Hebrews , p. 28.
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temptations and surrounded by his weaknesses. He who should
be free Is bound; he who was meant to be king Is a slave. Man
is not what he was meant to be. But, the very purpose of the
writer is to show how the actual can be transformed into the
ideal, through Christ. ^3 By becoming one with us, setting
a perfect example, and tasting death for every man, Christ
both sanctified us (v. 11) and incapacitated the devil, who
"had the power of death" (v. 14).
Verses 10-18 provide justification for the humiliation
of the Son. Robertson Smith calls this passage "a condensed
and pregnant view of the theory of the whole work of Christ,
which subsequent chapters develop, elucidate and justify
. . ."24 hq goes on to suggest that the writer gets to the
heart of his subject here by urging the positive doctrine of
the identification of Jesus with those that are His, His
brethren, the Sons of God whom He sanctifies .
^-^
Thus verse 10 reads: "For it became Him, for whom are
all things, and through whom are all things, in leading
(c5:YaY6\m)many sons unto glory, to make perfect (leXeiZoai)
through sufferings, the leader (captain, author) of their
salvation. "
23Barclay, Hebrews , p. 17.
^'^Quoted by Dods, Expositor's Greek Testament , IV, 264.
25ibid.
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Two verbs are of interest in 2:10; &yayb\>Ta (Aor. Act.
Partlc. of ayo), "having brought, or led"), and -zeXei'ojooii
(Aor. Act. Infln. ofTeXeLou) "to perfect, make perfect"). Both
being aorists, the two acts which they describe are regarded
as synchronous, or rather, as absolute, without reference to
the succession of time. The perfecting of Christ included
the triumph of those who are sons in Him.^^ Westcott says
that the conception of teleiosal is that of bringing Christ
to the full moral perfection of His humanity. ^7 Bruce ex
presses it this way:
. . . The perfect Son of God has become His people's
perfect Savior, opening up their way to God; and in
order to become that. He must endure suffering and
death. The pathway of perfection which His people
must tread must first be trodden by the Pathfinder;
only so could He be their adequate representative and
high priest in the presence of God. There is much in
this epistle about the attainment of perfection in the
sense of unimpeded access to God and unbroken communion
with Him, but in this as in other things it is- He who
leads the way. 28
Again, contrast is Introduced, to substantiate the
statement in verse 10. The contrast is seen in the use of two
aorists in verse 10 and two presents in verse 11: "For both
he who sanctifies (6 dyLd^wv Pres. Act. Partlc.) and those
^"Westcott, Hebrews , p. 49.
27ibld. , p. 50.
^^Bruce, Hebrews , pp. 43-4.
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being sanctified�or made holy (oL dyua^oiievoL , Pres. Pass.
Partlc.) are all of one" (viz. in human form). The provision
has been completed in the past (cf. aorists in v. 10); but
the results are continuous (2 presents in v. 11).
The present tense of these verbs suggests two possi
bilities, both of which are applicable. The first is, that
Christ's sanctifying of the believer is a continuing process
all through one's Christian life. The second concept Is the
tlmelessness of sanctification. Christ sanctifies Christians
in every age.29
Brown observes that the sanctification referred to here
is of a higher character than "setting apart." It corresponds
to the spiritual nature of the order of things to which it
belongs. 3^ It is only by purification of character that men
can be set apart for God.-^l Westcott adds to this thought
that Christians are "holy" (i.e. saints ) and the end of their
discipline is that they may partake in the holiness of God
(cf. 12:10). That which is true Ideally, has to be realized
actually .
'^�^West cott , Hebrews , p. 50.
30
Brown, Hebrews , p. 113.
3-^Dods, Expositor ' s Greek Testament , IV, 266.
^^Westcott, loc . cit .
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Verse IH begins by reaffirming Christ's affinity with
humanity, then advances and makes application of the thought
through the end of the chapter. The main point of the appli
cation is that He is able to sympathize with his "brethren"
and to offer them aid in time of temptation.
It is of interest to note the writer's careful selection
of words and tenses in 2:l4 to express Christ's temporary
humanity as compared with the continuing condition of the human
race as a whole. Delitzsch expresses it well:
Instead of the perfect hgho l vobv-qKev of the protasis ,
which expresses what is an ordinary and abiding con
dition, the aor. [aexeaxev stands in the apodosls to
denote the free and once for all accomplished fact of
our Lord's assumption of human nature�now a thing of
the past. 33
The Lva which follows (in 2:l4b), introduces the two
fold purpose of the Lord's incarnation: (1) to remove the
cause of death � the power of Satan; and (2) its effects�
oil
the fear of death.-* The possession of the power of death by
Satan, is expressed as a present statement of fact (t^v. � �
exov'^oi Pres. Ind. , Partlc, "The one who has"). The action of
Christ in rendering Satan inactive, is a past, completed one,
as the aorist Kaiapyqar) indicates. Vine comments that
-'-^Delitzsch, Hebrews , I, 131.
3^Ibld. , p. 132.
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katargeo implies not loss of being but loss of well-being.-"^
It is not said here that Christ "brought to nought
death." In its fullest sense, that is yet to come (I Cor.
15: 26). 36 Nor is it said Satan has absolute control over
death. His power is not immediate, but mediate, because he
is the author of sin; the instrument by which he delivers men
over to the judicial punishment of death. 37 Thus, the devil,
as the author of sin, has the power over death and its con
sequence (Rom. 5:12). It is not as though he could inflict
it at his pleasure, but death is in his realm and he makes it
subservient to his end. Death, as death, is not part of the
divine order. 3^
Jesus, then, met and conquered Satan in his very
throne, in death Itself.
39 Probably the underlying thought Is
that by death Jesus passed beyond the power of the devil, and
40
so, in His risen life, was able to crush his power.
35vine, Hebrews , p. 28.
S^Westcott, Hebrews, p. 53.
37Delitzsch, 0�. cit . , I, 133-
3^Westcott, o�. cit . , p. 54.
39ivicFadyen, Through Eternal Spirit . p. 69.
^OMohtef lore , Hebrews , p. 65.
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The result of this is that he can release those who throughout
all their life have been subject to servitude through their
fear of death. This has not been a temporary bondage, but a
permanent enslavement . The word apallasso ("release" or
"deliver") is used in the papyri of a wife who may desire to
be released from a marriage contract. So our Lord, through
His death, made possible release from the grip of death.
* ATiaXX&^T] is the aorist subjunctive, and is used absolutely,
hence may be translated "set free." The bondage was to the
fear of death. To death Itself men are still subject, but
Christ has removed its terrors. ^3
In verses I6-I8 of chapter two the writer explains why
Jesus shared in flesh and blood, that He might help men. In
this significant passage, the author has discriminately
selected his tenses. The one perfect tense, ntnovQev ("He
suffered," v. I8), fixes attention upon the permanent effect
rather than the historic fact, CHls suffering) . That is,
Christ now continues in a condition resulting from having
suffered temptation. This is the ground of His compassion.
^llbid. , p. 66.
Wuest, Hebrews in Greek New Testament , p. 64.
^^Westcott, 0�. cit . , p. 54.
44rbid. , p. 59.
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The historic fact of his temptation, however, is ex
pressed in the aorist tense, ue upaaOe lq. Sympathy with the
sinner in his trial does not depend upon the experience of
sin but on the experience of the strength of the temptation
to sin which only the sinless can know in its full Intensity.
Westcott aptly phrases it: "He who falls, yields before the
last strain. . . . Sin . . . dulls sympathy by obscuring
the idea of evil."^^ Montefiore adds, that both His
experience of suffering temptation, and His example of bearing
its full brunt, without succumbing, assist the weaker
brethren .
Four verbs in the present tense are used to show:
(1) the constant temptation to which man is exposed� Totc;
neipar,0[itvoiQ . 18, "the ones being tempted")' (2) Christ's
continuing ability to offer help�SuvaTai (v. l8, "He is
able"; an unqualified statement of fact); (3) not just that
He is able to offer assistance, but that He does help�
i7iL\a^L(3dveTaL (v. l6, "He lays hold of, to help"^^ or "to
deliver them");^^ and (4) that Christ's expiation of sins is
Ibid- , pp. 59 f .
^^Montef lore , Hebrews , p. 689.
^^Robertson, Word Pictures, V, 3^9 f .
^^Vlne, Hebrews, p. 29.
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continuously being re-enacted in and by us, as we, by His en
abling grace and aid, are enduring temptation and attaining
victory^9�e^^, IX&oxzoQai (v. 17, "in order to expiate
continuously" ) .
Finally, another aorist , pot] 0rjaaL (v. 18) is employed
to express each and every single, momentary act of Christ's
coming to man's aid, to succor-^'^ Por)6eco is a compound of 36ri,
a cry, and dto), to run. Thus, it picturesquely describes
running at a cry or call for help.^l
Summary of chapters one and two . Chapters one and two
have shown in what respects Christ became (N.B. yEv6\xevoQ ,
1:4) better than angels. They have described Christ as Son
and Savior. As Son incarnate, He shared man's infirmity and
affliction. But, as Savior and Sympathizer, He continuously
expiates the sins of His brethren, who cry for His help.
Christ ' s Superiority to Moses and Joshua (3:1 - 4:13).
The purpose of the writer in 3:1 - 4:13�as in the whole
epistle� is to encourage his readers to their allegiance to
Christ and thereby save them from apostasy. He does this by
4Q
^A. Nalrne, The Epistle to the Hebrews (The Cambridge
Bible for Schools and Colleges , N.T. ed. , R. St. John Parry.
Cambridge: University Press, 1921), p. xcil, citing DuBose, High
Priesthood and Sacrifice . Cf. Westcott, Epistle to Hebrews, p. 58.
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Westcott, Hebrews , p. 59-
5-^Robertson , o�. cit . , V, 351.
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exhibiting Christ as the final mediator. In the last two
chapters, he sought to achieve this by comparing Christ with
those who previously mediated between God and man, the
prophets who spoke to the fathers, and the angels who mediated
the law and were supposed even to regulate nature. Now, he
proceeds to compare Jesus with Moses, round vihose name
gathered all that evelatlon and legislation in which the Jews
trusted. Moses was the ideal mediator, faithful in all God's
house. Underlying even the priesthood of Aaron, was the word
of God to Moses. And yet, free channel of God's will as Moses
had been, he was but a servant. Christ is lord of the house. 5^
Moses was faithful, but his faithfulness could not
guarantee fulfilment of the promise to the people. Their
entrance into the land was barred by their unbelief. Even
those who did enter, under Joshua, did not exhaust God's
promise of rest, for, centuries later. He renewed His promise,
saying, "To-day, if you hear His voice, harden not your
hearts" (4:8).
Upon the basis of assurance that the present readers
have not come along too late to share in God's rest (4:1), the
author Issues stern warning that they not repeat the sin of
unbelief of their ancestors.
^^Dods, Expositor' s Greek Testament , IV, 270 f.
Typology of the passage . Before considering the
important verbs of this section, the meaning of the typology
should be established. Apart from an understanding of the
typology, the vital relationship here to the doctrine of
Sanctification is lost. The problem Inheres in the typology
of Israel's experience in leaving the wilderness and entering
Canaan, and the concept of "rest." The latter is tied in
with the former, but extends beyond it.
The deliverance from Egypt, with the symbolism of the
blood upon the lintels, is generally regarded as a type of
initial Salvation. 53 Therefore, the wilderness is typical of
the Christian believer before complete possession of the full
Christian experience available. Entrance into Canaan, then,
symbolizes Sanctification, wherein a full appropriation of
God's promise is realized. Chapter three bears out the con
clusion that those in the wilderness represent believers by
calling the readers "God's house" (3:6). They are urged on
to fuller appropriation of their Canaan (vv. 7 ff.)
The meaning of "rest" is the other element requiring
interpretation. In the first instance, it is equated with
entrance into Canaan (3:11, 18-19). But, in the second place,
this "rest" is still available (4:1, 8, 11). The question
53cf. Thomas, Let Us Go On, p. 48.
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revolves around the time element. When is this rest
realizable, in the present or in heaven? Westcott, Wiley,
Thomas, Flew, Carter, Dods and Morgan are among those who
regard the spiritual experience of "rest" as available, at
least in part, in the present life. 5^ Of course, complete
realization awaits heaven.
Wiley describes rest as including a state of purity and
holiness in this life and a perfect rest from all the con
sequences of sin� ignorance, infirmities, sickness, suffering
and death� in the life to come . Carter displays adept Insight
when he writes :
In an earlier day, when Christians were more con
cerned about 'dying for Jesus and going to heaven'
than they were about living for Jesus and fulfilling
the great commission in the evangelization of the world,
there was a theological fashion of relegating this rest
to the future life exclusively�thus making it synonymous
with heaven. It may be that this notion is a carry
over of certain aspects of Roman Catholic theology,
according to which there is not and cannot be any
certainty of personal salvation in the present life
. . . The full provisions of Christ's salvation are
for this life. If they are missed here, they will be
missing hereafter. If they are appropriated here, they
will be enjoyed hereafter. 5�
^Westcott, Hebrews , p. 100. H. Orton Wiley, The Epistle
to the Hebrews (Kansas City: Beacon Hill Press, 1959), p- 137.
Thomas, loc . cit . Flew, Idea of Perfection, p. 91. Charles W.
Carter, "The Epistle to the Hebrews" (vol. VI of The Wesleyan
Bible Commentary , ed.. Carter. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans , 1966 ) ,
VI, 65. Dods, op- cit., IV, 28l. Morgan, God's Last Word to
Man, p. 55.
55wiley, loc. cit. ^^CdLvteVy loc. cit.
Commenting on 4:11-13, Morgan lowers the abstractions In the
passage into comprehensible, concrete language. He regards
the Word of God as the living Person of Christ, the one
before whom all is manifest. By the Interaction of two living
personalities�divine and human� the Son, when permitted,
deals with the causes of unrest in human personality. He
enters into personality, distinguishes between spirit and mind,
and lays bare the deepest desire and intention of life. If
it be true, he goes on, that complexes are at the root of all
restlessness, Christ disentangles them, and brings them into
proper relationship. When Jesus, the Son of God, the living
and eternal Word, deals with a man. He invades the whole region
of his personality, separates, divides, disentangles, loosens
up, brings into true interrelationship, and so produces rest.^'
Summary . It is in the light of the above concepts of
the typology inherent in the wilderness-Canaan experience,
and the rest promised, that this passage will be understood
and interpreted.
Significant verb tenses in 3 : 1-4 : 13 � Looking more
closely at the passage, it is seen that the writer addresses
his readers as, "holy brethren, partakers of a heavenly
57mo rgan, God ' s Last Word to Man, p. 55.
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calling" (3:1). Furthermore, he informs them that they are
God's house, if they hold fast their boldness (3:6). Robertson
designates Hoixdaxwiiev ("hold fast") as an effective aorist
(l.e . , Ingressive, or inceptive) .-^ This use borders on a
perfect in its implications. McFadyen captures the force here,
when he says that . . . "religion is the willing surrender of
willing men to the living God, a surrender not made once for
all, but so made at the beginning that it becomes a per
petual surrender . "59 The meaning of "hold fast" is made more
vivid by comparing Luke's use of katecho in Acts 27:40, where
the storm-tossed ship held its course toward shore.
It is "boldness" that is to be held fast. nappTiaia
means primarily liberty of speaking boldly but has the general
meaning of confidence-^-'- Here, it means the open acknowledgment
of the Christian faith.
In verse 7, the Holy Spirit is regarded as speaking in
the continuous "today" (N.B. present tense, Xtyei) . One
decisive act of hearing (aorist, dKoCoTiTs) will put an end to
the continuing process of hardening their hearts (present.
�^ Robertson, Word Pictures, V, 355.
S^McFadyen, Through Eternal Spirit, p. 76.
^^Wuest, Hebrews in Greek Testament , p. 73.
^^Vine, Hebrews , p. 35. ^^^ontef lore , Hebrews, p. 73.
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ar|\Tip{)vriTe, 3:81, and prevent them from imitating the
Israelites in the wilderness, who continually erred in
their hearts Cpresent, TtXavSvxai,, 3:10).
Concerning the process of hardening their hearts (3:8),
Westcott comments that unbelief, like faith, finds one of its
elements in man's self-determination for the issue of unbelief
is his- own act. But on the other hand, he is subject to adverse
influences. Therefore it is alike true that man hardens his
own heart and also that he is hardened C3:13). Perhaps- the
aorist aHXr]pvvQr\ ("be hardened,") in verse 13 points up the
reality of the akt lonsart of the hardening process in that there
comes a moment when the malleable turns hard. Therefore, rather
than contradicting one another, the present of verse 8 and
the aorist of 13 complement each other.
It is because of this danger that the author urges the
necessity of searching their own hearts for unbelief, which
would cause them to fall away ( &7CoaTTi vab~aorist tense and
aktionsart both refer to the m.oment the line is crossed from
faith to unfaith) from the living God C3:12). From the word
acpCaTTiiiL Ccompound of Atio, off, and ioir]\ii^to stand� "to
stand off from7) comes the word apostasy.
^3^estcott, Hebrews , p. 8l.
^^vTuest, oj^. cit . , p. 78.
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"But" Ccontrast 3:13) rather than apostatizing, "be
constantly exhorting one another daily" (TcapaHaXeTTE, present
imperative). TiapaHaXetTe emphasizes the keen, constant care
of the community for its members. The mutual encouragement
which Christians were to give to each other was to be not
only on the first day of the week, by regular attendance at
public worship (10:25), but day by day (3:13).^^ The reason
for this, as stated in 3:l4, is that the readers were "in a
condition resulting from having become" partakers of Christ, (perf.,
Yeyovaiiev) . This abiding state of partnership with Christ
was contingent upon "holding fast" (same word and tense as in
3:6) "confidence." The word for "confidence" means literally,
"a standing under" (hupostasis ) ; the quality of confidence
which enables one to stand under, or to endure anything,
with perseverance . ^7
Israel's unbelief, which barred her entrance into rest,
is described as "disobedience" (3:l8). The word ( apeitheo )
means "not to allow one's self to be persuaded, not to comply
with, to refuse or withhold belief, to be disobedient." Thus
they were of that non-persuasible type that will not listen to
68
reason. They were stiffnecked and obstinate.
^^Moffatt, Hebrews, (I.C.C), p. 4?.
66 fi7
Montefiore, Hebrews , p. 78. "'Vine, Hebrews , p. 37.
^^Wuest, Hebrews In Greek, p. 82.
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Chapter 4 begins by building a case of strong admon
ition on the basis of the foregoing Illustration. They were
to "fear", lest anyone should think (alternate translation of
dokeo, "seem"^9) he is in a condition resulting from having
arrived too late (perf., uaT�pr|H&vai.)'^� to enter into God's
rest. Hence, verses 4:1 ff. are not concerned with the
disaster of having failed to obtain the divine promise but
with the danger of thinking that the promise is no longer
operative . '
The gospel has been proclaimed (4:2) and those who have
believed (ot tt; lote vaavTEQ, aor. partlc.) enter (.e'iOepxo\i�Qa^
pres. ind.) into the promised rest (4:3). The verb Eta�px6M,�6a
is not to be regarded as a future, (as per Moffatt^^)^ but as
the expression of a present fact;73 "^fe that believed are
even now entering into the rest of God." The aktionsart of
"entering" suggests a punctiliar moment when entrance is
gained; (cf. aorist in 4:11); the present tense may suggest that
those of every age who believe are entering the rest. Thus,
the action is repeated continually throughout the centuries.
^9vine, 0�. cit., pp. 40 f. "^^Cf. Wiley, Hebrews, pp. 137 f.
^^Montef lore , 0�. cit . , p. 82.
"^^Moffatt, Hebrews (I.C.C), p. 51.
73westcott, Hebrews , p. 96.
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The aorist, TCLOTeOaavTeq, is unusual. One expects the
present n laTeOovTEQ, signifying a continuous exercise of
believing. In his discussion pointing out the uniform use of
the present tense when the Scriptures teach that final
salvation depends upon persevering faith, Daniel Steele cites
this verse as an exception. After citing a long series of
references'^^ which illustrate New Testament writers' careful
selection of the present tense, to show that believing is a
continuing action rather than a once for all act, Steele
lifts up Hebrews (4:3) as one of the rare exceptions. His
explanation is that the aorist is preferred here because the
general state of trust is not under discussion, as the con
dition of entering eternal rest in heaven, but rather, the
grasping of the definite fact of Christ's ability to bring the
believer into soul-rest in the present life. Other instances
of the aorist when some distinct saying is to be believed, he
lists as John 4:21 and Matthew 8:13-^'^ It would appear that
Steele has the right idea. Perhaps it could be added that the
aorist participle, with a present main verb, indicates action
prior to the action of the main verb. This particularizes
7^John 1:12; 5:24; 6:35; 11:25, 26; Rom. I:l6; 3:22;
4:24; 9:33; 10:4, 11; I Cor. 1:21; Eph. 1:19; I Thess. 1:7;
2:10, 13; 4:14.
^^Daniel Steele, Milestone Papers (Minneapolis:
Bethany Fellowship, 1966), p. 50.
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the necessity of believing, in order to enter the promised
rest .
Summary of 3 : 1-4 : 13 � In the passage under consideration
(3:1-4:13), there is a sharp contrast between the actions ex
pressed by the present tense and those by the aorist. The
present tense is used to describe: (1) the continual entreaty
of the Holy Spirit (3:7); (2) the process of hardening one's
heart (3:8); (3) continual, wilful waywardness (3:10); (4) the
dally encouragement of Christians of one another (3:13); and
(5) the continuing entrance into rest by believers of every
age (4:3).
In contrast, punctiliar, or decisive action, is denoted
by the following exhortations and warnings, expressed by
aorist tenses: (1) "Hear the entreaty of the Holy Spirit"
(3:7); (2) "Take constant heed (Pres.) lest any one fall away
from God; or (3) be_ hardened by the deceit fulness of sin"
(3:13); (4) "Fear!" (4:1); (5) "Believe!" (4:3); and (6) "Give
diligence , in order to enter the promised rest!" (4:11).
Why was such earnest, diligent effort necessary? The
reason given is two-fold, positive and negative. (1) On the
positive side, diligence was urged because of: (a) the present
availability of a peaceful experience of rest (4:9-10); and
(b) the essential nature of the living word of God, as it
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enters Into, permeates and transforms every element In man.^^
(4:12-14). (2) On the negative side, diligence was urged be
cause of: (a) the tragic experience of Israel (barred by
disobedience, from "rest," 4:11); and (b) our inability to
conceal anything from God (4:13).
From the above, it is clear that there is no rest
apart from the harmony of the believer with God. Rest is the
consummation of that divine fellowship of which the life in
Canaan was a type.77
Christ ' s Superiority to the Aaronic Priesthood and the Old
Covenant (4:l4-10:l8)
The theme of 4:l4 through 10:l8 centers around Christ
as High Priest. The thought is picked up from 3:1, where it
was left for a purposeful digression concerning Moses and
Joshua. The High Priest theme began in 1:3, was returned to
in 2:17 and 3:1, but only now is being given the full con
sideration which was urged for it in 3:1.
The predominance of the priesthood theme is seen in the
recurrence of related words: cipxi.epeOQ (highpriest ) , 15 times
7^Westcott, Hebrews, pp. 101 f. (Cf. G- C. Morgan's
similar view, on pp"i 92-3 of this thesis.)
77westcott, loc. cit .
7^4:14, 15; 5:1, 5, 10; 6:20; 7:26, 27, 28; 8:1, 3;
9:7, 11, 25; 10:11.
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tepsCQ (priest), 13 tlmes;79 tepcoaOvTi (priesthood) , 3 times;^^
for a total of 31 occurrences.
Concurrent with, and more Important than, the re
currence of the priest theme, is contrast: (1) between Christ
and the Aaronic priesthood; (2) the work performed by each;
and (3) the Old Covenant and the New. The contrast between
Christ's work, which was performed "once for all", and that
of former high priests, which was continual, is seen in the
repetition of the words describing the one sacrifice of
Christ, once for all.
*
Anal^ (once) occurs 6 times, and
f9aTxa^ (once for all) 3 times. The Melchizedek theme, and
Christ's likeness to him, is also predominant in this
section. Climax and recapitulation are found in 10:12-14.
The section divides into two segments. The first
segment (4:14-7:28) majors on the priesthood contrast and the
second (8:1-10:18) centers more on Covenant contrast. In some
respects, 8:1 ff. is a gathering up of all that has preceded
in the epistle. This is implied by the reference in 8:1 to
Christ taking His seat at the right hand of the throne of the
Majesty in the heavens (cf. 1:3)-
795:6; 7:1, 3, 11, 14, 15, 17, 20, 21, 23; 8:4; 9:6; 10
^�7:11, 12, 24.
^^6:4; 9:7, 26, 27, 28; 10:2.
^^7:27; 9:12; 10:10.
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Although the section Is primarily doctrinal, it is not
without its practical exhortations. However, there are not
the stern warnings of the last section (3:1-4:13)-
Segment I (4:14-7:28) . The first segment begins by
picking up the high priest theme, and re-emphasizing Christ's
incarnation experiences (4:l4 ff.). Jesus is the perfect high
priest because He is perfectly God and perfectly man. Because
He has known human experience. He can give sympathy, mercy,
and power (4: 15-16). As Barclay well says, "He brought God to
On
men and He can bring men to God." ->
Because Jesus experienced human infirmities (i.e. points
of weakness, or vulnerable points^^), the readers are urged
(in 4:l6) to "draw near" (upoaepxw^eea , pres.) to the throne
with boldness, in order to "receive" (Xd^w^iev, Aor.) mercy
and "find" (eupcoiaev, Aor.) grace in time of need. The present
tense of "draw near" is probably a repetitive (for each time of
need) rather than an aoristic (punctiliar) present. The two
aorists (\dp(oti6v and e^Tpw^xev) signify the assistance found in
each approach. Montefiore makes the distinction that the
one
approaching the throne receives mercy now, and in addition.
�^Barclay, Hebrews , p. 4l.
^^Morgan, God's Last Word to Man, p. 64.
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he finds unasked for grace for future need.^^
But, the Incarnation was also for another reason (5:9),
viz., having been made perfect (teXg i,a)9e\Q , aor. partlc.) Ke
became (tytvcTO^ aor. ind.), to all those who habitually obey
Him (toTq UTtaHououOL V pres . partlc), the author, or cause
(al^TLOQ), of eternal salvation. The two aorists�both used
of Jesus�refer to the past, synchronous (or timeless)
experiences of His perfection and His becoming author of
eternal salvation. The human response which effects eternal
salvation is seen in continuous listening to (un-dKoCco )
Pi ft
and obeying the gospel.""
Much discussion has revolved around the meaning of
Christ "being made perfect." One of the best explanations is
offered by Montefiore:
This is the sense in which the Son can properly be
be described as 'having been made perfect.' It Is
inherent in humanity to develop. Not to change is
either subhuman (in the sense of arrested development)
or superhuman (in the sense of transcendence of human
limitations). 'As Jesus grew up, he advanced in
wisdom and in favour with God and men' (Luke 11. 52).
Perfection of human character is not a static quality
of excellence; it consists in a perfect (or absolutely
appropriate) response to each of life's changing
circumstances. . . ."7
It is in this dynamic sense, also, that ordinary men can follow
^^Montef lore , Hebrews , p. 92.
^^Vine, Hebrews, p. 51.
^^Montefiore , op. cit . , p. 100
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their Pattern, and realize that quality of perfection urged in
6:1.
A modern-day Christian psychologist also asserts this
necessary distinction between static and dynamic salvation.
The static view, he says, consists of elevating a high, un
attainable standard, (of which Christ is the ideal). This
leads to hypocrisy, self-righteousness and/or despair. On the
other hand, the dynamic view leads to self-acceptance, the
removal of guilt, and dynamic transformation. Most emotional
disorders and behavior problems, he notes, reveal a pattern
where the individual has not reached self-acceptance. In
dynamic transformation, the creative and redemptive power of
88
God bring a condition of wholeness and freedom.
Since "perfection" is a key theme in the epistle, and
because an understanding of it is so crucial to Christian
living, one more quotation is added, this one from Flew:
The meaning of the humanity of our Lord for the
author's doctrine of perfection is, first, that the
perfection must be wrought out by struggle in the time
process; second, that His achievement in the time process
carries with it the promise of our own. The goal is not
reached at a single bound. . ^ . The perfection is costly.
It entails a process in time.��
David E. Roberts, Psychotherapy and a Christian View of
Man (New York: Scribner, 1953), pp. 124-32, cited by Leo G- Cox,
John Wesley ' s Concept of Perfection (Kansas City: Beacon Hill
Press, 1964), pp. 100 f.
S^Fiew, Idea of Perfection, p. 8l.
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All of the foregoing is involved in the present tense
of "obeying" Christ (5:9) and in the admonition to go on to
perfection, or maturity, taken up by the writer immediately
(6:1 ff ) . Later in the epistle, the same emphasis is
observable in the inner cleansing effected by the new
covenant (cf. 9:lh) and the sanctification procured because
Christ obeyed His Father's will (cf. 10:9-10).
But, the writer first faces squarely the problem of
Christians who refuse to grow up^O (5:11 ff.). The re
cipients were in a present condition resulting from a past,
degenerating activity (yeyovaTe, pfct. 5:11). The consequence
was "dullness of hearing." They had not become "physically
deaf, but spiritually obtuse. Rather than progressing, they
had gone backwards and needed to be taught again the "rudiments"
of the gospel (v. 12). The word for rudiments (oxoLX^'^ot) has
a variety of meanings. In grammar it means the letters of
the alphabet, the ABC; in physics it means the four basic
elements of proof, like the point and the straight line; in
philosophy, the first elementary principles with which the
student begins. "^2 Therefore, in religion it means the most
elementary of teachings. His readers were in a condition
9^Barclay, Hebrews , p- 49.
9lMontefiore, Hebrews , p. 102.
^^Barclay, loc . cit.
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resulting from having become (perf. tense yevouaTe again;
cf. 5:11) such as had made milk their sole choice of food
(5:12). As a result, they stood self-confessed as babes. 93
The conclusion Is obvious, because their manner of life sub
stantiates it (vv. 13-14). Solid food is for mature, grown
men, i.e. those who are in a condition resulting from con
tinually having (Pres. toov. . . exovTwv ) their senses
exercised (perf . yeyufj-vaap-eva ) from use. It is not practice
or habit, as such, that enables grown men to have moral
discrimination, but their state, or condition, which is the
result of previous habit or practice. 9^
The word for mature, fullgrown, or perfect men, in
verse 15, is Te\eCoQ, which signifies the attribute of com
pleteness. A man is said to be xeXeCoQwho has reached the
full maturity of his powers and the full possession of his
rights. Physically, Intellectually, and socially, a full-
grown man is telelos , as compared with a child. Spiritually,
the disciplined and experienced Christian is telelos , as com
pared with the fresh, uninstructed convert. He is absolutely
telelos in whom each human faculty and gift has found a
harmonious development and use, who has fulfilled the destiny
93Moulton, Ellicott Commentary, VIII, 301.
9^Montef lore , o�. cit . , p. 103.
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of man, by attaining the likeness of God (cf. Gen. 1:26). 95
The maturity here, is a holy sensitiveness to the least sin,
arising from the faithful use and exercise of the senses as
far as there has been light. 9^
Chapter 6 offers the only cure for the existing con
dition. Their immaturity was such that only an appreciation
of what is involved in Christ's high priesthood would cure
it. Their minds required stretching; they had remained
immature too long. 97 Failure to progress brings the danger of
collapse. Therefore, the only way of recovering lost ground
is to forge ahead. 9^ Essentially, the writer is saying, "If
you want anyone to instruct you over again in rudimentary
Christianity, I am not the man; I propose to carry you forward
into a higher course of lessons. Come, let us advance, you
and I together. "99
Therefore, the readers are instructed to leave (dcpevxec;
aor. partlc.) elementary things, and to press on (cpepwiiESa ,
pres. mid., hortatory sub j . ) unto perfection (6:1). The
aorist participle (dcp^vTec;) suggests two things: (1) completed
decisive action in the past; and (2) action prior to the
Q5
^'^Westcott, Hebrews , p. 137-
^^Andrew Murray, The Holiest of All (Longdon: Ollphants,
I960), p. 200.
97Bruce, Hebrews , p. 111. ^^Montef lore , Hebrews , p. 104
99Moffatt, (I.C.C. ) , p. 72 f.
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action of the leading verb, (pep6}[iEdoi- The present tense of
cpepa)y,�ea Indicates continuing action.
The necessary condition of progress is "giving up."
We hold what we have, merely as a preparation for something
more. At the same time, however, all that is surrendered is
incorporated in that which is afterwards gained. -'-^^
Westcott translates (pep&\xeQ(x more accurately, as "let
us be borne on" to perfection. His comment on this is
appropriate :
The thought is not primarily of personal effort . . .
but of personal surrender to an active influence. The
power is working (comp. 1. 3 cpcpoov m TidvTa) : we have
only to yield ourselves to it (comp. Acts, xxvil. 15,
17). At the same time the influence and the surrender
are continuous . . . and not (under this aspect) con
centrated in one momentary crisis .
However, earnest effort, the opposite of the slothfulness of
5:11, is implicit . �'�^^ is noteworthy, that both the
aktionsart of "bearing" and the use of the present tense,
coincide in a continuous emphasis.
The possibility of parallelism with the thought of 2:1,
should not be overlooked. There they were warned lest they
be borne ( Tiapa|*)^�a) drift , or flow past) by the current or
IQ'^Westcott , Hebrews , p. l44.
IQ^Ibid. , p. 145.
lO^vine, Hebrews , p. 55.
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tide, away from the gospel. Here (6:1) they are urged to allow
themselves to be borne along In the teachings of the gospel.
The perfection (teXiottic;) , which is to be the goal,
denotes quality . It answers to telelos ("fullgrown") in 5:l4,
and expresses maturity; fulness of spiritual growth . �'�'^^
The Scriptural concept of perfection is further elucidated by
Carter's analysis:
. . . The doctrine of moral infallibility has never
been taught by responsible Christians anywhere. How
ever, that the Scriptures do teach here, and throughout,
the doctrine of perfect love and perfect motives pro
ceeding from a pure heart, as an attainable experience
of Christian perfection, cannot be denied by intelligent
and honest Christians. . . .
While the standard of ' faultlessness ' Is nowhere
taught in the New Testament, nor in the Old Testament,
the standard of 'blamelessness , ' or perfection of
motive, is everywhere clearly the teaching of New
Testament Christianity .
Let it be emphasized again, that perfect motive was an
essential part of the perfection of Christ. The Christian's
perfection is to be no less.
The exhortation to advancement in 6:1 ff. is made more
imperative, by a vivid illustration of the alternative (6:4-6).
It is clearly evident, from the grammatical structure, that it
-L^^Moulton, Ellicott Commentary, VIII, 301.
-'-'^^Carter , Wesleyan Bible Commentary, VI, 78 f. (Carter
supports the last statement with the following references :
Matt. 5:48; John 17:23; Luke 10:25-28; Eph. 4:11-15; I Cor-
2:6; Phil. 3:15; Col. 1:28; 4:12; Heb. 12:23; 13:21; James
3:2. )
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Is possible for Christians, who have gained high spiritual
attainments, to fall into total apostasy. Five aorist
participles are used to mark the once acquired attainments in
the past: touq (ocTia^) cpcoT i,a0evToa;"those once enlightened";
Xevaap-evouQ (twice) "tasted" ; ye VTiOevTaQ "became" partakers;
and -n;apa7iea6vTa(; "fell away." The key to the impossibility
of renewing those in such a state, lies in the next two
participles, which are not aorists, but presents: dvaaxaupouvTaQ
"crucifying", and Tiapa6e UYM-ocTt^ovTag "exposing to public
Ignominy." What the writer says, therefore, is that it is
impossible to renew again to repentance, those who have fallen
away (Aor-), while they are still crucifying (Pres.) the Son
of God afresh for themselves, and while they are still
exposing (Pres.) Him to Ignominy and shame. -'�^^ Thus, it is
not the punishment for a past act, but the hopelessness of an
existing state, which is brought to the fore here.-'-^^
There is a definitely observable ascending order in the
five aorist participles above i^^^ The persons used as
examples had: (1) spiritual enlightenment; (2) tasted of the
heavenly gift�saving grace in forgiveness of sins; (3) been
made partakers of the Holy Spirit� ( neTOxouq yevridiviac,)
105v/iley, Hebrews, p. 217.
lO^Moulton, 0�. clt_. , VIII, 304.
^^'^Carter, op^. clt^. , VI, pp. 84 f.
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brings out the fact of personal character gained through vital
development-^^^) ; (4) tasted the good word of God�I.e., they
had found the word of God good to their taste and had acquired
a delight In It (cf. Ps. 1:2); and (5) "touched the spiritual
resources of the eternal world. "1^9 From such a high state
of grace, apostasy is possible.
Two aspects are included in the present participles
(6:6). The first ( dvaoTaupouvTaQ "crucifying") marks
especially the wrong done to Christ; the second (Tiapa6e l YM,aT C^ovTag
"exposing to shame"), the effect which is produced upon others in
deterring them from the Faith . �'-�'�^ It was through faithlessness,
by clinging to selfish prepossessions instead of yielding to
divine guidance, that the Jews first crucified Christ. Those
who fall away practically repeat that act . Furthermore,
for a Christian to go back on his profession is, for all
practical purposes, to declare to his heathen and Jewish
neighbors that the claims made by and for Jesus were false; it
is to side with the enemies of Jesus. The disloyal take part
in the crucifixion of Jesus insofar as it is possible for
TIP
them to do so.-^-^"^
lOSvfestcott , Hebrews , p. 151.
-'-^^J.B. Phillips, The New Testament in Modern English
(New York: Macmillan, 19^27, p. 475.
1^'^Westcott , o�_. cit., p. 153. ^^^Ibld.
ll^jvicFadyen, Through Eternal Spirit, p. 108.
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After observing his converts for many years, John
Wesley reached the conclusion that it was exceedingly easy to
lose the grace of Christian perfection. He, too, realized
that the experience was not static but must be maintained
dally. To him, any diversion from a perfect commitment In
one's loyalty forfeited the grace of perfect love, though not
necessarily a total loss of all grace.
But the writer of Hebrews was "persuaded better things"
of his readers (6:9). Consequently, he proceeds with his
positive argument. There was no perfection attainable through
the Levitical priesthood (7:11), nor through the law which
it ministered (7:19). This, he explains, is because those
priests were mortal (7:25).
In sharp contrast, however, Jesus is eternal (7:24-25).
Therefore, He is able to save (ocoCelv, pres. infln.) completely
(�JiavTE^^eg) those drawing near (touq TipaaepxoiJ.evouQ , pres. partlc.)
to God, through Him (7:25). The reason that Jesus is able to
do this, whereas the former priests were not, is because
Jesus lives for ever, for the purpose of making unceasing
intercession (e^Q to I; vTuyxaveiy, � eCgplus pres. artic. infln.
can express purpose-'--^^ ) for believers (7:25).
113cox, Wesley 's Concept of Perfection, p. l67 f.
1-^^Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, p. 215.
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The use of the present tense, (ow^elv, 7:25), with the
addition of etg to TiavxeXeQ, plus the present tense of the
main verb (bvvaiai� "he Is able"�clear statement of fact), all
add up to an emphasis upon the complete, and continuous
saving ability of Christ. The entire process of the salvation
experience is in view, from justification to glorification.
"In this Epistle," writes Thomas, "the main thought is
invariably of the salvation which is at once continuous, per
manent, and perfect. . ."115 Murray's comment is : " . . .
there need never be a moment in which the experience of His
saving power is intermitted . . . "H^
Westcott draws attention to the fact that the particular
emphasis here (7:25) is the working out of salvation to the
uttermost in believers. Thus, he says, the present (a^)^Ei,v),
as distinguished from the aorist (joooat ) �used most frequently
for the punctiliar salvation of sinners�has the full force
of affording support for each moment of the Christian's
trial.
On the word panteles (uttermost, or completely), Morgan
comments that it contains two emphases; pas expressing quantity ,
115Thomas, LeJ^ Us Go On, p. 93.
ll^Murray, Th� Holiest of All, p. 252.
�'�^'^Westcott , Hebrews , p. 193. (Westcott cites other
occurrences of the present tense as: I Cor- 15:2; Jude 23; cf.
V 7 and Acts 27:20 contrasted with 31- Aorist refs.: Rom. 8:24;
Titus 3:5; I Tim. 1:15).
and telos . a word of reach, expressing extent . Therefore, "He
Is able to save to the uttermost. That Is, In Him there Is
fullness of provision in quantity, and fullness of provision
in duration." The only other appearance of 7icxvTe\oQ in
Scripture is in Luke 13:11, where it is said that the woman,
stooped over by an infirmity for eighteen years, was unable
to lift up herself "fully," "completely," or "to the utter
most." Here is a contrast: she was unable , "to the uttermost,
but Christ is able "to the uttermost .'''�-'�^
The ideal of sinlessness which is implied here. Is dis
cussed by Nalrne, in his down to earth fashion. He alludes
to Paul's ideal of sinlessness, yet faces the fact that in
Paul's writings. Christians are guilty of sins. In the First
Epistle of John, Nalrne finds the same ideal insisted upon,
despite the frequency of common sins. If some say they are
not sins, John answers that they are- But his letter was
written that they may not sin (cf. 1:7-10; 2:1; 3:4-6, 5:l8).
The same ideal Nalrne finds in Hebrews; but more� for Christ
went through earthly life without sin. Paradox and unreality
result from reasoning around the negatives of "sinlessness."
Thus, Nalrne concludes that one who strives manfully for
right and conquers sins one by one himself, is obviously much
-'--^ ^Morgan, God' s Last Word to Man , p. 80.
119iphomas, 0�. cit . , p. 93 f.
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nearer to the perfect goodness of Christ than one who commits
no "sin" and lives a useless, ignoble life.^^O 3^^^,^^ emphasis
is reminiscent of the dynamic Christian experience discussed
earlier in this thesis. The same dynamic relationship is
implicit in the. present tenses of Hebrews 7:25.
Summary of Segment I (4 :l4-7 :28) . A study of this
segment C4:l4-7:28), has served to emphasize the distinctives
of the Greek verb tenses in respect to the readers' condition
of immaturity Ccf. perfect tenses in 5:11 and 12) and their
need of making a clean break (cf. aorist in 6:1) with
elementary things, in order that they may continually be
borne along Ccf. present tense in 6:1) to spiritual maturity.
The alternative of apostasy is described in vivid aorists
C6:4-6a) and in presents which are descriptive of their
existing condition and which make spiritual renewal impossible .
Finally, the unlimited ability of Christ to save
eternally and his unceasing intercession for Christians are
expressed by dynamic present tenses C7:25).
Special Note on Chapter Division
For the sake of more even distribution of material in
the chapters of this thesis, a division is made between chapters
7 and 8 of Hebrews.
Nalrne, Hebrews , pp. xciii-xcv.
CHAPTER VI
EXEGESIS OF PASSAGES RELATING TO SANCTIFICATION
IN HEBREWS CHAPTERS EIGHT THROUGH THIRTEEN
This chapter division is made for the sake of convenience
of distribution of the material rather than because of a major
break in the epistle to Hebrews. The break between chapters
7 and 8 of Hebrews is a separation of the two segments which
discuss the Superior High Priesthood of Jesus. This segment
completes the Doctrinal Division of the Epistle.
The prominent theme of the present segment (8:1-10:18)
is a contrast between the old covenant and the new. For a
more complete discussion of the laws of relationship in this
passage, see pages 99 ff. of this thesis.
II. DOCTRINAL DIVISION (1:4-10:18) CONTINUED
Christ ' s Superiority to the Aaronic Priesthood and the Old
Covenant (4 : 14-10 : l8) continued
Segment II ( 8 : 1-10 : l8 ) . These headings are repeated,
to show the position of the material under consideration.
As noted in chapter V, this segment is, in some re
spects, also a summary of all that has preceded in the epistle.
The opening words of chapter 8 indicate this: "Now in the
things which we are saying the chief point is this: We have
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such a high priest, who sat down on the right hand of the
throne of the Majesty In the heavens . . ." (8:1, ASV). The
similarity to 1:3 is obvious. The writer seems to be saying
that he is now coming to the very heart of the whole matter.
McFadyen observes that God promoted His backward
pupils to a higher class in their moral and spiritual education.
The pupils are now to be transferred from the sphere where
obedience means unintelligent or reluctant yielding to "Do
this," "Do not do that," to the sphere where it means the glad
response of one's whole being to the will of God, which is
recognized as seeking man's welfare.-'- This expresses well the
thrust of this segment.
The unusual linking together of priest and king, in
8:1, is pointed out by Andrew Murray. Jesus, is both Priest
and King. In Israel, the two offices had been kept separate.
Only one of the later prophets, Zechariah (6:13), foretold that
"He shall be a priest upon the throne." Part of the defect
in the character of the preparatory dispensation was that the
function of the priest, the representative of the religious
life, should be so distinct from that of the king, the guide
of the civil life of the people. The priest represents purity ,
the king , power. Therefore, it is the glory of the new dis
pensation that the Priest is also King. The cleansing from
iMcFadyen, Through Eternal Spirit , p. 131 f.
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sin, and the access to God which that gives, is all in a power
that goes through the whole life. Religion is no longer to
be a thing of times and seasons, of special acts or emotions.
In kingly power, this High Priest rules over all.^
Chapter 8 indicates the necessity of a new covenant
Cv. 7) because the old was not faultless. Reciting the words
of the prophet Jeremiah C31:31 ff . ) , the writer stresses the
emphasis of the new covenant upon an inner knowledge and ex
perience CHeb. 8:10). The old covenant was "vanishing away"
C8:13) for it was superseded. However, it was not abrogated;
rather, the Ten Commandments are to be written on the heart
now C8:10). The old covenant was external; the new is In
ternal and spiritual.
The keen insights of G. Campbell Morgan are worthy of
notice in this respect. He draws together the new covenant
mentioned here, which is not of the letter, but of the
spirit, and the words of II Corinthians 3:6, "the letter
killeth, but the spirit giveth life." Then he proceeds to
comment :
It is a remarkable fact that the 'letter' appeals to
humanity in a strange way. Men love rules and regulations.
They feel it is easy to obey rules. Now the whole history
of man proves that it is not so. The law as it was given
by Moses was the law of the letter, and the difficulty
of obedience was revealed in all the traditional ex
planations that had been contrived by men in the passing
centuries. . . .
Murray, The Holiest of All, pp. 259 f.
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On the other hand, the law of the 'spirit' seems In
secure and difficult. As a matter of ultimate experience,
it is the only law that is at once easy and safe. When
the life of man is brought into personal, living, first
hand relationship with God, it is not difficult either
to discover the will of God, or to obey it. Of course
these things are impossible until there is the complete
surrender to the Son, which results in the cleansing of
the life. 3
Thus, the new covenant makes possible both the inner aspect of
loving the Lord with all the heart's affections, and the outer
h
interpretation and expression of it in holy living.
Under the old covenant, the priests went In "contin
ually," performing their services (9:6). In verse 9, the
same repetition is seen in ti"> present tense of TipoocpepovTau
(continually offered). Because of this, those gifts and
sacrifices could not effect a once-for-all perfecting
(TeXeicoaau , aor. infln.) of the worshipper's conscience. Herein
is a central truth of the author; that the really effective
barrier to a man's free access to God is an Inward and not a
material one; it exists in conscience. It is only when the
conscience is purified that a man is set free to approach God
without reservation and offer Him acceptable service and
worship . ^
3Morgan, God ' s Last Word to Man, pp. 88 f.
^Wiley, Hebrews . p. 274.
^Bruce, Hebrews , p. 196.
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The aorist tense of teleloo here C9:9) takes on added
Interest when compared with similar statements by the author.
Here he has said that the perpetual offering of gifts and
sacrifices cannot consummate a lasting perfection of con
science. In 7:19, an aorist of the same verb states that the
law was ineffective to perfect anything. Again in 10:1, an
identical aorist form as in 9:9 expresses the truth that con
tinual sacrifices, year by year, cannot produce decisive
perfection in those who draw nigh. All of these stand in bold
relief, in contrast to 10:l4. In 10:14, the efficacy of
Christ's one offering is set forth, and the perfect tense of
teleloo is employed to denote its continuing effect. The
offering was made once, in the past, but its efficacy con
tinues to the present, in the perfecting for ever those who
are sanctified.
Returning to chapter 9, a contrast is introduced. The
implications of 9:9 have just been presented. Verse 11 begins
with the adversive "but" Christ . . . Christ entered a "more
perfect tabernacle" (9:11), "once for all" (9:12). His en
trance is described by an aorist tense (etor|\6ev) in contrast
to the present tenses of 9:6 and 9:9, describing the priests'
continual entrance. He obtained once for all (eupcxiaevoQ, aor-
partic), eternal redemption.
Bruce, Hebrews , p. 196.
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Verse 13 introduces substantiation of the foregoing.
"For, if the blood of goats and bulls, and the ashes of a
heifer, sprinkling them that are in a condition resulting from
having been defiled (touq KeHOLvconevouQ perf . pass, partlc. of
Koivoco), repeatedly sanctifies (ayial^ci pres. ind.) unto the
cleanness of the flesh" (9:13): "how much more shall the blood
of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered- himself
without blemish unto God, cleanse (naeapteT , attic, fut . ) your
conscience from dead works for the express purpose that you
will continuously serve (elq to >^aTpeueiv, pres. infln., with
prep. eCq�purpose^) the living God" (9:l4).
The perfect tense of kolnoo (9:13) is used to show the
condition into which one passed by an act which defiled. The
act itself would be pictured by the aorist tense. ^ The Imagery
here is of the person who was rendered ceremonially unclean
by contact with a dead body, or by entering a house where a
corpse was lying, or by touching a bone or a tomb. Since
ceremonial defilement was only a type of sin, the flesh could
g
be cleansed by the blood of animals.
"Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, p. 215-
7Briggs, "Perfect Tense in Hebrews," p. 121.
o
"Wuest, Hebrews in Greek, p. l60.
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The contrast Is clear. The old, ritual ceremonies
dealt with ritual "cleanness" and "uncleanness"; Jesus dealt
with moral and spiritual purity and defilement. The old
ritual provided a physical sanctity; Jesus gives a clean con
science. The victims of the old sacrifice had to be physically
perfect; Jesus was pure in heart. 9 Here is New Testament
Christianity. The final point is reached when it is realized
that nothing external can defile the heart or soul, but only
evil thoughts and evil will"'-'^ (Cf. Mark 7:15, 21, 23). The
writer insists that even this inward defilement requires a
sacrifice, the sacrifice of Christ's blood.
The significance of the shedding of Jesus' life-blood
symbolizing the supreme sacrifice of His life, which is
absolutely essential to human salvation, is clarified by
Carter's words:
It is to be understood that the life represented by
the blood of Christ saves man. . . . The Levitical law
understood the life to be in the blood. Modern science
has not found it to be otherwise. Blood transfusions
are one testimony to this fact . H
Thomas adds to this thought, by quoting an unknown author to
the effect that the blood of animals cannot cleanse from sin.
^McFadyen, Through Eternal Spirit , p. 144.
l^Moffatt, (I.C.C), p. 123, citing Marett, The Evolution
of Religion, p. 123-
^�'�Carter, Wesleyan Bible Commentary , VI, 120.
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because it is non-moral . The blood of sinning man cannot
cleanse, because it is immoral. Only the blood of Christ can
cleanse from sin, because it is moral .
However, purity is not the end, but the means, of the
new life. The end of the restored fellowship is continuous,
energetic service to Him who alone lives and gives life, as
expressed by the present tense Xazpeveiv in 9: 14- Concerning
the implications of this service, Westcott says: "The
thought of performing certain actions is replaced by that of
fulfilling a personal relation. This service is specifically
the service of a sacred ministry of complete surrender . "-^-^
This is the thought behind XaTpeuw.
Some insight into how Christ's life and death effect
inner cleansing and outward service is gained from Nalrne 's
discussion. He suggests first, that salvation is not worked
upon us from outside, by a ritual ordinance, but it is worked
by Inward moral connection, as by a person influencing persons.
He suggests secondly, that Christ enables men to be perfected
when they pass along the way He made His own in His flesh,
for "we are become partakers of Christ, if we hold fast the
^^Thomas, Let Us Go On, pp. 117 f.
-'�^Westcott , Hebrews , p. 265.
l^Nalrne, Hebrews , p. Ixxvli.
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beginning of our confidence firm to the end" (3:l4). That is.
He, in order to be perfected, had to overcome the sin which
tempted Him in every way that it tempts sons of Adam.
Finally, in the words of DuBose, Nalrne continues:
I do not know how better to express the truth of the
matter than to say, in what seems to me to be the ex
plicit teaching of our Epistle, and of the New Testament
generally, that our Lord's whole relation to sin in our
behalf was identical with our own up to the point of His
unique and exceptional personal action with reference to
it. Left to our nature and ourselves it overcomes and
slays all of us; through God in Him He overcame and
slew it. He did it not by His own will and power as man,
but as man through an absolute dependence upon God. And
He made both the omnipotent grace of God upon which He
depended, and His own absolute dependence upon it. His
perfect faith, available for us in our salvation. He
re-enacts in us the victory over sin and death which
was first enacted in Himself. 1�
Here is dynamic, inner response to the divine will. Here is
God's law, written upon the heart. Here is perfection of
motive, which Issues in a life of continual obedience and
service to the living God.
That all of this was made possible, and still is_ possible,
is made very explicit by a perfect tense in 9:26; "now once,
at the end of the ages, Christ has been revealed and remains
in a revealed state permanently^"^ (TiecpavSpcomL , perf. pass. ind.
15 Ibid. Ixxv .
I6j
Sacrifice.
Ibid. , p. Ixxviii, citing DuBose, High Priesthood and
l^Robertson, Word Pictures , V, 404.
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of 9avep6a)), to put away (abrogate, or annul) sin, by the
sacrifice of Himself." Spicq seems to have captured the force
of the aktionsart of phaneroo and the implications of the
perfect tense, when he sees Christ here in His three-fold role
of: (1) pre-existence; (2) Lamb of God taking the world's
sin; and (3) His continued manifestation to the present. His
words are :
$av�p6(jo . . . implique la preexlstence du Christ,
et le parfait indique que cette aparition hlstorique�
d^Ja constat^e par Jean Baptlste: 'Void I'Agneau de
Dieu qui ote le pechi du monde" (Jo. 1, 29)� se
continue dans le present. .
This could probably be called an Intensive Perfect, the
force of which draws special attention to the results of an
action. It is a strong way of saying simply that a thing
is.-'-^ The position of TcecpavfepooTai, as the last word in the
Greek sentence structure, adds further to its emphasis.
Vincent draws attention to the singular of d[iapTCa
(sin) in this verse (9:26). In contrast to the Levitical
sacrifices, which dealt with individual transgressions, the
sacrifice of Christ deals with sin as a principle.'^ His
sacrifice was made once ( ccTxa^ ), because the abolition of
sin made the repetition of His sacrifice unnecessary . ^1 The
^^Spicq, L'Epxtre aux Hebreux, II, pp. 268 f.
l^Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, p. 202.
2Qvincent, Word Studies.. IV, 492.
^^Dods, Expositor's Greek Testament . IV, 340.
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The great object of Christ's manifestation was the annulling of
sin, its total destruction, the counteraction of all its
effects
Verses 27 and 28 Cof chapter 9) undergird the statement
in verse 26. Christ, as man, was appointed to die once, like
all flesh. But the difference is this: "Man dies once, and
the next thing before him� [if not in time, at least in con
sequence]� is judgment. So Christ died once and the next thing
before Him is the Advent. "23
The truth is driven home: "Christ was once offered
CctTia^ Kpooe\)ExQeiQ, aor. pass, partlc), for the express pur
pose of once for all bearing (etc; to . . � dveveyHeT v, aor. act.
infln.) the sins of many, and He shall appear a second time,
apart from sin, to that whole class of believers whose
characteristic attitude is that of constant waiting and
expectancy Cto^q . . . 6iTieKbExo[itvoic, �article, plus pres.
partlc.2^), unto salvation" C9:28).
Chapter 10 begins by reiterating�hence, reemphasizing
�
the inability of the Old Testament sacrifices to effect
22ibid
2 3 Ibid. , citing Vaghan.
2^A definite article with a present participle is the
equivalent of a whole company, and is descriptive of their
characteristic attitude. Vine, Hebrews , p. 103.
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decisive perfection (TeXeLOooaL, aor. act. infln.), by their
perpetual offering Cftpoacpepouoi, v, pres. ind.) year by year
(10:1) .
The sharp contrast between the finality of Christ's
sacrifice and the continuous Old Testament sacrifices is seen
in ... . the two aorists ( 'n;poaEvex6et q and dveveyx^'^ v ) and
ana.^ ("once") of 9:28, and the ecpdTia^ ("once for all") of
10:10, which describe the finality of Christ's sacrifice, and
by the pile-up of elements expressing the perpetuity of the
Old Testament economy in 10:1. These elements are: (1) present
tense, Suvaxai. , "able"; (2) ou5e7ioTe, "never"; (3) nax
'
svuauTOv ,
"year by year"; (4) present tense KpoocpepouOL v, "offer";
(5) etc; TO bLrivenec;, "perpetually"; and (6) present participle
TOUQ TtpoaepxoiievouQ, "those continually approaching."
The contrast is further sharpened by a perfect tense in
10:2. "If those perpetual sacrifices had been able to produce
in the worshippers, a condition resulting from having been
cleansed (perf. KCKaOap laiie vouq) , the' consequence would have
been no more consciousness of sin, hence cessation of
offerings . "
But their inability is replaced by Christ's total
ability (cf. 7:25); the outer cleansing of flesh (9:13), Is
replaced by the inner cleansing of conscience (cf. 10:2 and
9:l4); ritualistic obedience is replaced by willing obedience
(10:8-9).
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On this passage (10:1-18), says Roddy:
Our author like a concert organist has now arrived
at the climax of his theme. He begins to pull out all
the great stops of majesty and glory singing of the
absolute supremacy of the Lord Jesus Christ as the
perfect sacrifice and high priest. In these verses he
throws in the whole organ in one paen of praise. ^5
Christ came to do God's will (10:9). Since He perfectly
obeyed God's will. He included believers in His sacrifice,
for it is by�or in�His will, that "we are now in a condition
resulting from having been sanctified (j^y icxo\xtvoi to[iiv
perf. periph.), through the offering of the body of Jesus
Christ, once for all" (10:10).
The will of God fulfilled by Christ is regarded not as
that through (6 id) which, nor as that according to (naxd)
which, men are sanctified. Rather, they are Included In it;
the will of God involved the redemption and consummation of
humanity. 26 Nalrne says:
. . . Here is the secret power of Influence. . . .
Once He had perfectly done God's will, it became more
possible for us to attempt the same, at last possible
for us to succeed. That secret power is deep in the
constitution of the ordered universe, the 'cosmos.'
For in the cosmos there is but one real will ,^namel:^ ,
God's [cf. 1:3, cpepcov Te toc TidvTa tSo pf\[ia.ii ir]Q 6uva^Lea)c;
auTOv; and 6 : 1 , cpeptjoiieea ] . Self will, or feeble will,
in men is but their refusal of absolutely free will.
For absolute freedom is security in God from all the
25Roddy, Hebrews , p. 103.
26westcott, Hebrews, p. 3l4.
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obligations of shifting slaveries (cf. 11. 15)- If,
leaving what we fancy to be our private wills, we enter
God's will, we are borne irreslstlblv on therein, 'con
secrated' to perfect activity . .
The periphrastic perfect in this verse (10:10) is also
significant. A periphrastic perfect participle emphasizes
the perfective aspect or the resulting state. This implicit
emphasis is heightened by the accompaniment of the present
tense of etM-t' The combined result is strong stress on a
"right now" condition which is the result of a past action of
sanctifying. Those who have so entered into the stream of
God's will, through Christ, are enjoying this state of "rest"
and have ceased struggling against God with their own wills
(cf. 4:10).
John Wesley says on this verse (10:10), that those who
are in this condition of sanctification are "cleansed from
guilt, and consecrated to God."29 Similarly, Bruce says that
this sanctification is Inward cleansing from sin and being
made fit for the presence of God so that henceforth they can
offer Him acceptable worship . 30 Roddy adds:
What could be more practical than the removal of
man's sense of guilt? In this our day our sense of
Nalrne, Hebrews , p. Ixxxiii.
? 8
Greenlee, Concise Grammar, p. 12.
29wesley, Notes , p. 838.
3�Bruce, Hebrews , p. 236.
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guilt has been brought to the fore by the studies of the
psychologists. . . . How can souls get rid of their
guilt? Finally, and on the highest level, only by be
lieving that God in Christ has forgiven and that He
accepts us right into His holy presence . This is therapy
indeed .
The sacrifice of the Son deals with sin at the center
of our personalities . ^l
The author's careful selection of tenses is especially
evident in chapter 10. Hagiazo appears 3 times in the chapter,
and each time the tense is different because the emphasis is
different. (1) In the verse under discussion (10:10),
hagiazo is in the perfect tense because the emphasis Is on
those who have been sanctified. The perfect tense emphasizes
their continued condition, in that state. (2) In 10:l4,
hagiazo appears in the present tense, because the emphasis is
upon the everlasting effectiveness of the perfection wrought
by Christ (N.B. perfect tense of teleloo� Ingressive perfect).
(3) The aorist tense of hagiazo is employed in 10:29, where
the emphasis is on the future punishment which awaits those
who were once sanctified (riy Ldoer) aor- pass.) but who are no
longer in that condition. There is no abiding result (hence,
perfect tense not used), nor is there any longer the process
of sanctifying going on in their hearts (or the present tense
would have been used).
3lRoddy, Hebrews, pp. 102 f.
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Verses 12-14 (chapter 10) epitomize the total positive
thrust of the epistle. These verses are the "mountain top"
of Hebrews. The complete, non-repeatable sacrifice of Christ
is emphasized by two aorists CupoaeveYKaQ aor.' partlc, "having
offered"; and tnoiQioev, aor. ind., "he sat down"), in verse
12. These two aorist tenses signify that the events were com
pleted in the past and were regarded as synchronous or timeless.
The perfect tense ( TexeXe tooKev perf . act. ind, "he
perfected and continues to perfect"� Ingressive Perfect) and
the present tense (touq ay iar,oi\xi\jo\jc, pres. pass, partlc,
"those who are being sanctified") of verse 14, emphasize the
present abiding effects of Christ's sacrifice. The present
participle, touq dy ua^aiaevouQ , may be regarded as: (1) Pro
gressive Present, viz. the continuing effects of Christ's work
of perfecting is active in "those who are continuing in the
process of sanctifying"; (2) Iterative Present, viz. Christ's
work of perfecting is efficacious for all "those experiencing
sanctification" in every age; (3) Aoristic Present, viz.
Christ has perfected "those who are sanctified"�as a statement
of fact' or (4) Substantive, viz. Christ has perfected "the
sanctified"�descriptive of their state. Probably all four are
wrapped up in this short verse.
The point of emphasis is, however, that the aorists of
verse 12 highlight the past , non-repeatable sacrifice of Christ.
The perfect tense of the finite verb and present participle
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combine In verse 14 to make clear the continuing results
which Issue from that sacrifice. This present emphasis is
strengthened by the continual, present witness (M-apxuet pres.
act. ind.) of the Holy Spirit in verse 15 (cf. 3:7).
Finally, the future aspect is seen in the "for ever"
of verse 14, and the thought expressed in verse 13: Christ sat
down Cv. 12), "then to wait until his enemies should be made a
stool for his feet" (v. 13, RSV) .
The picture is complete; past, present, and future are
all encompassed in this apex of the epistle (10:12-14).
Westcott points out, concerning 10:14, the significance
of noting that it is not said that Christ's offering perfects,
but that He, Himself, makes personal application of His own
work. 32 Increased significance is seen when this is con
trasted with the Levitical institution. The law could perfect
nothing (7:19) and no one C9:9; 10:1). Furthermore, the
aorist tenses of teleloo in 7:19, 9:19 and 10:1, intensify the
law's inability to complete perfection; whereas the perfect
tense in 10:14 displays Christ's absolute and continuing ability
to perfect.
Summary of Segment II (8 : 1-10 : l8) . In summary of this
segment, it is noteworthy that the present tense occurs most
32westcott, Hebrews, p. 317.
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frequently, of the repetition of the Old Testament sacrifices
except when their effectiveness is negated, in which case the
aorist appears. In contrast, the aorist is used most fre
quently of the once for all sacrifice of Christ.
The force of the perfect tense is seen in the abiding
manifestation of Christ C9:26), the continuing state of the
sanctified ClO: 10), and the eternal efficacy of the per
fection made available by Christ Cl0:l4).
A very significant present tense in 9:l4 describes the
continuous service to the living God of those whose con
sciences have been cleansed from dead works.
The thrust of the segment has been to focus attention
upon the inner cleansing, sanctifying, and perfecting power of
Christ in contrast to the cleansing of the flesh in the old
covenant Ccf. 9:13).
Finally, the importance of man's will being aligned
with the will of God is demonstrated by Christ's perfect
obedience to His Father's will ClQ:9-10).
Summary of Doctrinal Division
The author has completed his technical, doctrinal
argument. It has been a deep, involved discussion, as he
promised C5:ll}, but he finally made the full circuit and
reached his climax in 10:12-14.
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Although he was fully aware of the precarious spiritual
condition of his readers, he expressed confidence in them
(6:9) that they would respond to his teaching and permit them
selves to be borne along (6:1) to spiritual maturity. With
carefully selected words, imagery and tenses, he has laid
before them the incomparable potential available of the life
in Christ.
He ends by reminding them again of the words of
Jeremiah, wherein God said,�speaking of the new covenant,�
"their sins and their iniquities, I will in no wise (ou [if])
remember any more." (10:17; cf. 8:12). Then he adds that
where this is the case, there is no more need of offerings for
sin; Christ's one, final offering is sufficient (10:18).
III. PRACTICAL DIVISION (10:19-13:19)
The epistle divides itself logically into two main
divisions: doctrinal and practical. However, as has been
pointed out, these are not mutually exclusive. One strong
evidence of this has been the abundance of material already
discussed in the doctrinal division which pertains to the
practical experiences of the group of believers who were the
recipients of the epistle.
Likewise,, in the practical division there is mixed in
an element of the doctrinal or abstract. In fact, many of
the predominant concepts in the division� faith, hope, the
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eternal kingdom�are abstract and have much in common with
doctrine. However, the writer is more interested in the
application of these concepts, than in them per se.
Consequently, the law of Cause and Effect is seen to
dominate this division also. This law is evident in the
following ways: C.1) As the accumulated force of the doctrinal
division: "Having therefore boldness to enter the holy place
by the blood of Jesus" ClQ:19), "let us draw near in fulness
of faith" (.10:22); (2) In the warning against apostasy and
its consequences (.10:26-32); (3) By calling to remembrance
former days (10:32 ff.); C4) In the lengthy presentation of
the "heroes of faith," which is designed to inspire their
courage and hope (N.B. 12:1); C5) In the purpose of chastening
C12:1Q); (6) In the unshakable nature of the coming kingdom
(.12:28); (.7) In the outworkings of love Cl3:l ff.); and
(8) In following the example of Christ by bearing His reproach
C13:13}.
The over-all purpose of the section appears to be to
set before the readers the glories, the permanence, and the
availability of the eternal kingdom in order that they will
do all and endure all that is necessary for them to inherit
it. This theme of the eternal kingdom is seen in the follow
ing: Cl) better possession and an abiding one (10:3^); (2)
recompense of reward (10:35); C3) the promise (10:36); (4)
the heroes of faith who have received a measure of promise
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(11:40); (5) the example of Christ who endured and attained
(12:2); (6) the possibility of seeing the Lord (12:l4); (7)
mount Zlon; city of the living God; the heavenly Jerusalem (12:22);
(8) heaven (12:23); (9) a kingdom that cannot be shaken (12:23);
and (10) no abiding city here, but we seek one (13:14). All
of this Is Causative, to Incite the appropriate response.
The argument of the whole epistle Is more logical than
topical in arrangement . 33 That is, the writer is going some
where. He is proving something. Thus, in the doctrinal
division he has proved the complete adequacy of the sacrifice
of Christ. In the practical division, which builds upon the
base laid by the doctrinal, he urges his readers to take full
advantage of their spiritual relation to the eternal kingdom,
but not to neglect their Christian social responsibility.
The division is composed of a series of twenty exhor
tations with supporting reasons for obeying them. Many of
the exhortations form part of a larger section. The practical
division may be divided into four sections: (1) Exhortation
to draw near in faith (10:22-11:40); (2) Exhortation to en
dure with patience (12:1-13); (3) Exhortation to follow peace
and sanctification (12:14-28); (4) Miscellaneous exhortations
(13:1-19). Verses 19-21 of chapter 10 form a transition
between the doctrinal division and the practical.
33Tralna, Methodical Bible Study, p. 251.
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_Exhortatlon to draw near in faith (10:22-11:40)
As a result of the abiding sanctified condition of the
believers which the writer has affirmed (cf. 10:10 8e 14) , he
urges them to enter into "the holy place" of the spiritual
tabernacle with boldness and fulness of faith (10:19^ & 22).
On the basis of the present (exovisq , pres. act.
partlc.) boldness, the readers are urged to draw near TipoaepxwM-EQ'^ �
pres. act. hortatory subj.) the holy place, with true hearts, in
fulness of faith (10:19 & 22a). Thomas comments on' the present
tense of 'ixoviec,:
It is Impossible to exaggerate the 'present tenses of
the blessed life,' of which this is one. We are so apt
to associate the Christian life either with the past
(had), or the future (shall have), that we often lose
blessing and power through the forget fulness of our
present possibilities . 3^
"Boldness," says G. Campbell Morgan, means literally,
"boldness of speech." It is used in Acts to describe the out
spoken boldness of Peter and those with him, which astonished
the Sanhedrin. Of such freedom of utterance in the presence
of God, Morgan concludes: "It is a great and almost over
whelming statement and thought, that in the Holy Place we are
able to stand and talk face to face with God. "35
S^Thomas, Let_ Us_ Go On, pp. 130 f.
35iviorgan, God ' s Last Word to Man , p. 101.
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Verse 22 has an interesting combination of verb tenses.
It begins with the present hortatory subjunctive noted above
(upoaepxcbiaeOa "let us draw near"), then proceeds to describe
the condition of those privileged to draw near, with two
perfect participles C^epavTiap-evouj "heart in a condition re
sulting from having been sprinkled from an evil conscience";
and A.eA.ouap,e vo L , "body in a condition resulting from having been
washed with pure water").
Verses 19-22 (chapter 10) are in figurative language.
The imagery is still that of the tabernacle ritual, but the
implications are of the new covenant, hence, deeply spiritual.
Both by virtue of its ritual connection, and by its
new covenant implication, 7i;poaepxojiJ.e6a Is probably an iterative
present, expressing repeated action. Delitzsch apparently so
understands it, also, for in his comment on the phrase "with
a true heart in fulness of faith," he regards this qualification
as stating the disposition of mind in which "each act of approach
should be made."^^
The two perfect participles (^epavx taiievo i and
\EXovO[iEvoiy 10:22), convey the thought that those who are
in this condition continuously possess the qualifications that
were intermittent�even with the high priest. That is, the
B^Delitzsch, Hebrews , II, 175; italics not in the
original .
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readers are not subject to the necessity of making preparation
with each new entrance. 37 The contrast is sharpened by
Delitzsch :
. . . Our right . . . and fitness to draw nigh to
the place of God's presence, is a far higher one than
. . . that of the Levitical priesthood when prepared for
the services of the sanctuary on the day of their con
secration, by being first 'washed with water' (Lev.
viii. 6), and then anointed on ear and hand and foot with
the blood of the ram of consecration (Lev. viii. 23);
who also, before every sacrificial service, had to wash
hands and feet in the great laver before the tabernacle
(Ex. XXX. 39); and whose chief, the high priest, on the
day of atonement, had (according to the ritual of the
second temple) to bathe five times, and wash hands and
feet ten times. . . .
To these merely typical and external sprinklings and
washings under the law, is now opposed a twofold anti-
typical operation of divine grace, which once and
for ever cleanses us in body and spirit, and so pro
vides the necessary^. Tl'^^p^ before our entrance into
the heavenly '^:fi7.^�
In keeping with the symbolism of the old covenant, then, the
Christian approaches God's holy presence: (1) with his heart,
or inner man (cf. "the inner man of the heart" I Pet. 3:4)
sprinkled by the blood of Christ, whereby he is delivered
from the consciousness of guilt (cf. Heb. 9:l4); and (2) with
his body washed with the water of baptism, the symbol of
complete purity . 39 But, in contrast to the priests of the
Old Testament, the believer "priests" enjoy the abiding results
�^'Briggs, Perfect Tenses in Hebrews, p. 126.
3SDelitzsch, oj^. cit., II, 175 f.
39Dods, Expositor ' s Greek Testament , IV, 347.
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of the state of purity effected by the application of the blood
and the water. One application is sufficient to effect per
manent purity. This is the force of the two perfect tenses.
Two more hortatory subjunctives are in this passage,
both in the present tense, also suggesting continuous effort:
Cl) KaTEX^M-c^Vj "Let us continue holding fast the confession of
our hope that it waver not" (10:23); and (2) Hamvowiiev , "Let
us continually consider one another unto provocation of love
and of good works" (10:24). Read consecutively, these three
present hortatory subjunctives suggest not a single act but
continuity: "Let us draw near" means continuously (v. 22);
"Let us hold fast" means persistently (v. 23); "Let us con
sider one another" means constantly (v. 24).^*^ The noun
"provoke" is the word used to describe Paul's emotional up
heaval in Athens, when, seeing the city full of idols, his
spirit was provoked within him.^-*-
Two more present tenses, (in 10:25), suggesting con
tinual effort, complete this paragraph: (1) "not ever for
saking (^YKaTaXGUTiovTEQ , pres. partlc.) the assembling
together of ourselves ..." (2) "but constantly exhorting
CuapaHaXouvTEQ, pres. partlc.) one another."
^Morgan, God ' s Last Word to Man, p. 104.
llbld . , pp. 104 f.
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Substantiation for such concerted, continuous effort
follows in the next paragraph (10:26-31). Herein is des
cribed the dreadful result of falling from faith. The writer
warns: "If we persist in sinning (dp-apTavovTCDv pres . partlc.)
wilfully after having received (to Xagetv artic. aor. infin.)
the knowledge of the truth, no sacrifice remains ( dTioXe LTiETai
pres. pass.) for sins (10:26).
The reference to the "full knowledge" of the truth seems
clearly to indicate a spiritual experience and not intellectual
ho
information alone. The aorist tense Xcx^eiv indicates com
plete, past appropriation of this knowledge of the truth,
hence genuine conversion. The present participle (d[j.apTav6vTcov)
indicates action concurrent with the leading verb^^ctn^) XeinsKxi ,
also present. Thus, the force is that as long as someone per
sists in wilful sin�despite his having been converted� he
nullifies Christ's sacrifice for his sins.
Bruce suggests that the writer refers to something like
the "sinning with a high hand" in the Old Testament (cf . Num.
15:30). No provision for this was made in the atonement.
He obviously has in mind more than what Paul terms being
^Thomas, Let Us Go On, p. 135.
^Greenlee, Concise Grammar, p. 69.
^Bruce, Hebrew>s , p. 258.
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"overtaken In a trespass CGal. 6:1)." He is referring to the
"falling away from the living God" warned against in 3:12,
and the renunciation of Christianity against which he
cautioned in 6:4-8.^5
The justification of future punishment of such an
individual is looked back upon in 10:29 from a future position.
The punishment of a new covenant apostate will be greater
than one under the old covenant (vv. 28-29a) because he is
heir of a better covenant and his Christian experience has
been an abiding sanctification, rather than an Intermittent
cleansing. His guilt which justifies this sorer punishment is
detailed in three particulars:^^ CD 6 . . . KaTaKaxriaaQ
Caor. partic.) "he trampled on the Son of God"; C2)6 . , . i'iYriO(iiievo<
C.aor. partic.) "he reckoned the blood of the covenant with which
he was once sanctified ir\yi6ioQr] aor. pass.); a common thing";
and (3) 6 . . . ivv^pioccc. Caor. partic.) "he insulted the
Spirit of grace" ClO: 29).
The aorist tenses in this verse are very significant.
The Judge looks back upon the life of the apostate and sees
the actions which characterized his apostasy. The three aorist
participles are constative, thus regarding as a whole each of
the three actions which describe his apostate way of life.
^5 Ibid.
'^^Dods, Expositor's Greek Testament , IV, 3^9.
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The aorist tense of r\\i6iodr] indicates that at one time in the
past he had been sanctified with the blood of the new covenant.
That the results did not obtain at the time of apostasy re
ferred to is made clear by the use of the aorist tense rather
than the perfect. The contrast between the aorist here and
the perfect in 10:10 has already been pointed out.
The seriousness of the apostasy has been stated well
by Bruce :
Our author is not given to wild exaggeration, and
when he uses language like this, he chooses his words
with his customary care. To spurn the Son of God, to
trample Him underfoot . . . 'denotes contempt of the
most flagrant kind'; to treat the covenant-blood of
Christ by which alone His people are sanctified,
cleansed and brought to God as no better than the most
common death, is to repudiate decisively both His
sacrifice and all the blessings which flow from it;
to outrage the Spirit of grace is, in the words of
Jesus, to be 'guilty of an eternal sin' (Mark 3:29).
Anyone who was convicted, on adequate testimony, of a
breach of Israel's covenant law was liable to the death
penalty: 'Thine eye shall not pity him,' so ran the
inexorable sentence [cf. Deut. 13:8; 19:13]. But that
was the penalty of physical death; the spiritual death
which lies in store for the apostate under the new
order is a 'much sorer punishment.' '
In order to avoid such apostasy and consequent punish
ment, the readers are urged to recall their spiritual vigor
of former days (10:32 ff.). The writer admonishes: "But,
remind yourselves continually (dva^iuiivriaHeoOE pres. mid.
impve.) of the former days, in which after having been
47Bruce, Hebrews, p. 259 f.
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enlightened ( cpcoT La0E vteq aor . pass, partic, "regenerated"^^)
you endured Cutiem-eC vaTE constative aor. act. ind.) great con
flict of sufferings" (10:32). The days of their enlightenment
and their enduring suffering are regarded as synchronous, as
evidenced by both actions being expressed in the aorist tense -
The purpose of recalling their ardor of former days is
as a deterrent to apostasy. Therefore the writer issues his
second admonition: "Do not cast away once and for all ( M-il
6lko ^6ikT]iE: a.ov . act. subj. of prohibition) your boldness" (10:35).
The aorist suggests decisive action. The verb dTioPd?^\a) means
to throw away as worthless (cf. Mark 10:50).^9 Great will be
the reward of their patience, something of which they have
constant (exe^Epres.) need (10:36).
Again the writer expresses confidence in the integrity
of his readers that they want to be classified with those who
have the kind of faith that will preserve their souls from
perdition (10:39). With this expression of confidence, he
enters upon a detailed account of how faith made the great
difference in the lives of those under the old covenant (chap.
11). The closing verses of chapter 10 teach the necessity of
faith for the attainment of the promise. Chapter 1^ tells of
^"Robertson, Word Pictures , V, 4l5.
^9ibid. , V, 416.
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those to whom, through their faith, the promise has been made
sure. 50 These did not fully realize the promise, but they
foresaw that it would be fulfilled and died in that faith
(11:39-40; cf. v. 13).
Exhortation to Endure with Patience (12 : 1-13 )
The law of Cause and Effect elicits the opening words
of chapter 12, "Therefore, let us also ..." The per
sistent faith of the faithful who surround them is a constant
prodding to perseverance on the part of the recipients.
"Therefore" is a triple compound of tol, yap and o(;v. It
marks an emphatic conclusion to the preceding. 51 Spicq
translates the opening words of 12:1, "Voila done pourquoi,
nous-memes . . . ";52 "See there then why, we ourselves . . . "
The main verb of the exhortation is a present, horta
tory subjunctive, xpexcoiaev "let us keep on running (pro
gressive present) the race that is set before us, with patient
endurance" Cl2:l). The primary stimulus for continuing to
run with patient endurance is expressed in two present
participles, exovteq TiepiKE l^levov, "having lying around53 us
50Moulton, Ellicott Commentary, VIII, 330.
5^Robertson, Word Pictures, V, 432.
52spicq, L'Ep^tre aux Hebreux, II, 383.
53ibid.
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so great a cloud of witnesses" Cl2:l). The goal to be kept
constantly in view Cd9opcovTeQ pres . partic.) while running is
Jesus, the Pioneer (one who leads the way54) and Perfecter of
faith (12:2). All four of these verbs in the present tense
describe actions which are simultaneous and continuous.
Bruce55 and Morgan^^ both make clear that the cloud of
witnesses who encompass these participants in life's race are
not so much spectators as witnesses ((lapTupoov ) . Their
loyalty and endurance bear constant witness to the possi
bilities of faith. That is, "it is not so much they who look
at us as we who look to them� for encouragement . "^7
There is one aorist participle .in 12:1, (iTio6eiJ,evo i
(aor. mid. partic.) "having laid aside from ourselves every
weight and the easily-besetting sin." Since an aorist
participle describes action prior to the xeadlng verb,
duoeeiaevo L describes the decisive, completed action in the
past which is requisite to running the Christian race.
Considerable discussion revolves around the words for
"weight" (Zynov) and the "easily-besetting" (euTiept oxaxo v)
sin. Bruce offers one credible explanation:
5^Ibid. , p. 347.
-^^Bruce, Hebrews , p. 346.
5^Morgan, God' s Last Word to Man, pp. 109 f .
^^Bruce, loc. cit.
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The athlete must discipline himself; he must divest
himself of all superfluous weight, not only of heavy
objects carried about the body but of excees bodily
weight. There are many things which may be perfectly
all right in their own way, but which hinder a com
petitor in the race of faith; they are "weights" which
must be laid aside. It may well be that what is a
hindrance to one entrant in this spiritual contest is
not a hindrance to another; one must learn for himself
what in his case is a weight or impediment. But there
are other things which are not perfectly all right in
their own way but are essentially wrong; there is 'sin
which doth so easily beset us.' Our author is not re
ferring so much to some specific 'besetting sin,' in
the common use of the phrase, but to sin itself, as some
thing which will inevitably encumber the runner's feet
and trip him up before he has taken more than a step or
two. 58
The word for looking, dpopcovTec; (12:2) is another hapax
legomena. Its root significance is that of staring, not a
casual glance. It suggests complete captivatlon of the mind.
Here the root is strengthened by the prefix dcTio, signifying not
merely staring with wide-open eyes, but such complete capture
by the thing seen that all other visions have faded.
59
The vision to be kept in view constantly�not only at
the first moment, but constantly during the whole struggle^^�
is Jesus, who is seated at the right of the throne of God. This
phrase recalls (1) the prologue (1:3); (2) the beginning of the
summary section in the doctrinal division (8:1); and (3) the
5^Ibid. , p. 349.
59Morgan, 0�. cit . , p. 119-
60westcott, Hebrews, p. 397
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great climactic passage of the doctrinal division (10:12).
But not only are they to gaze intently upon Jesus; the
writer commands them to consider (dvaXoy uaaaQe aor. mid. impve.)
him who endured scoffing of sinners, in order that they might
not wax weary ( (O-r) K&[ir)Te negative aor. act. subj.) (12:3)-
*
AvaXoyCCoiJ-ai', only here in the New Testament, is an old word
meaning to reckon up, compare, weigh. ^1 its force as an aorist
imperative indicates something to be undertaken at once.^^
H&[ir]i:� could be taken as an ingressive aorist, "in order that
you might not begin to grow weary." Delitzsch harmonizes this
verse with the context as follows :
. . . As the knees are apt to grow faint with the run
ner in the stadium, so the soul in the case of the
Christian athlete. These Hebrew Christians must look up
to the divine example of all patience in order not to
faint or waver in their course, for the hardest trials
have not yet befallen them.^
They are to endure chastening because it is an indication
of their sonship (12:8) and of the love of the Lord for them
(12:6). Chastening is meant to effect sharing in (etc; to
[leiaXa^eiv aor. act. artic. infin.) his holiness (12:10). The
word for holiness, cxyiOTTic; signifies quality. Bruce equates
^-'�Robertson, Word Pictures , V, 434.
^^cf. Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, p.
^^Delitzsch, Hebrews, II, 309.
^^Cf. Greenlee, Concise Grammar , p. 19.
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this attainable state of the soul with the consummation of
sanctification in glory, ^ut other commentators appear to
take a different view. For example Kittel says that this clause
has the same goal as I Peter 1:15, "Be ye holy, because I am
holy."�� Similarly, Vine regards human holiness, or God-
likeness, as man's greatest profit, and he interprets the aorist
tense to mark the definiteness and decisiveness of the
experience . ^7 Roddy puts it this way:
What is the result of our discipline? That we might
share His holiness. Higher we cannot aspire. It is to
be like Him. We see that the end of all is that we
might be_. Doing may be Important, but there is nothing
in doing to equate with being. God wants us t� b� con
formed to the image of His dear Son. This puts us
beyond time and space into the world of the inner life.
This deals with the essential self.��
The writer further explicates the rewards of chastening
in 12:11; it yields a fruit, which is righteousness (apposi-
tional genltive^^)^ unto all those who are in a condition
resulting from having been exercised (toIq . . . yeYi^M-vaap-svo
perf. pass, partic. of Y^M-vd^co) by it. Hence, the training is
not passive endurance of its evils, but an active and willing
subjection to them, like the training of the gymnast and like
^^Bruce, Hebrews , p. 359.
��Kittel, Theological Dictionary, I, 114.
^^vine, Hebrews, p. l48. ^^Roddy, Hebrews, p. 127-
69Brlggs, "Perfect Tenses in Hebrews," pp. 130 f.
'ibid. , citing
to the Hebrews , p. 466
70lbl S.T. Lowrie, An Explanation of the Epistle
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their Leader's example, in order that they might enjoy the
abiding results, a condition of righteousness. The article
with the participle indicates that righteousness is the
characteristic quality of this group of persons.
Exhortation to Follow Peace and Sanctification (12 : 14-28)
The exhortation beginning in 12:14 is: "Follow con
stantly after ( 6 uwKeTe pres . act. impve.) both peace with all
men, and the sanctifying ^Yi(xo[i6v ) without which no one will
see the Lord." The present tense of Skjoko) is doubtless pro
gressive, in keeping with the continuous aktionsart of the
action described by the word. The import is unceasing
exertion throughout all of one's Christian life, to attain and
maintain (1) peace with all men, and (2) the sanctifying which
is necessary in order to obtain the Christian's goal, seeing
the Lord.
The reference to peace (cf. Ps. 34:14) is a general
charge and must not be limited to peace with fellow Christians.
The two admonitions of this verse were well suited to a period
of persecution, for they were to make peace their aim, yet not
so as to sacrifice purity. ^1
^^Moulton, Ellicott 's Commentary, VIII, 340.
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^
Ay ia.o\x6c, is a nomen actionis , meaning sanctifying, rather
than sanctification. 72 Barclay comments on it:
The root meaning of this word is always difference
and separation . Although he lives in the world, the man
who is hagios must always in one sense be different from
the world and separate from the world. His standards
are not the world's standards, nor is his conduct the
world's conduct. His ideal is different; his reward is
different; his aim is different. His aim is, not to
stand well with men, but to stand well with God.
Hagiasmos ... as Westcott finely put it, is 'the pre
paration for the presence of God.' The life of the
Christian man is dominated and directed by the constant
memory that its greatest aim is to enter into the presence
of God. '3
Negatively, holiness may be described as the characteristic of
a person who is uncontamlnated by any defilement. Positively
described, holiness means a purity of character which has been
7/1
set apart for God and consecrated by his hallowing Spirit.'
Therefore, from the time of initial sanctification in conversion,
the believer is called upon to pursue sanctifying Incessantly,
making it an abiding principle in his life.75
What appears to be emphasized here is not the fact that
sanctification has taken place in the believer�which would be
expressed by the aorist tense (cf. 13:12)�nor the resulting
state of the experience of sanctification�requiring the
^^Kittel, op_. cit. , I, 113.
"^^Barclay, Hebrews , p. 207.
7^Montefiore, Hebrews , p. 223.
75vine, Hebrews , p. 150.
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perfect tense (cf. 10:10)�but rather, the continuing effort
on the part of the Christian, to undergo uninterruptedly, the
sanctifying process. This emphasis upon the process is seen
in CD the progressive present biC^Heie, (2) the continuous
aktionsart of "follow after", and (3) the nature of the word
hagiasmos . as a nomen actionis .
The reason given in support of the exhortation begins in
12:18. There is a vital contrast between verses 18 and 22.
The main verb in each verse is Identical ( TipooeXriACeaTe perf .
act. ind.) but the first one Is negated. Verse 18 states:
"For you are not in a condition resulting from having come to
a mountain that might be touched and that burned with fire
(v, 18) . , . and so fearful to appearance that Moses said, 'I
exceedingly fear and quake'" (v. 21). In contrast, verse 22
begins: "But you are in a condition resulting from having come
unto mount Zlon and the city of the living God . . . (v. 22)
to the general assembly and the church of the firstborn who
are enrolled in heaven, and to God the Judge of all, and to the
spirits of just men in a condition resulting from having been
made perfect (teteXe Lwiie voov perf. pass, partic.)."
The contrast is clearly between the spiritual experience
under the old covenant and that under the new. In keeping with
the thrust of the entire epistle, the experience available in
the new covenant is by far the superior. Unto mount Zlon,
Christians may draw near with genuine hearts in fulness of
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faith. CLO: 22). Believers have already entered into an
eternal relation to the unseen. The perfect tense marks
the abiding result of the believer's relation to the eternal
world .
The incentives to pursue after peace with all men and
the sanctifying process, are that they might CD maintain
their status in relation to the heavenly kingdom, and one day
see their Lord Cl2:l4); and C2) be united with the spirits of
the great host of other men who are in a condition resulting
from having been made perfect C^eTeXe LW^ievwv perf . pass.
partic. 12:23). Concerning these spirits of just men
made
perfect, who are in the heavenly Jerusalem already, Nalrne
quotes Field:
To avoid ambiguity a slight change is necessary;
namely 'to the spirits of just men who have been made
perfect.' It is the just men, not the spirits, that
are made perfect, and that not in the future state, but
here on earth, where alone they can be subject to those
trials and conflicts, by the patient endurance of which
they are prepared for a higher state of being.
The goal set before these readers, then,
is to attain the same
experience in preparation for the "city of
the living God"
(v. 22). The remaining portion of chapter 12
is a warning
against the opposite state, apostasy.
7^Dods, Expositor's Greek Testament, IV, 372.
77Nairne, Hebrews, p. xcv, citing F. Field, Notes on Trans
lation of the_ New Testament CCambridge University Press, 1899).
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Miscellaneous Exhortations (13:1-19)
Chapter 13 is composed of a series of miscellaneous ex
hortations. The exhortations apparently spring out of the
writer's desire to arrest symptoms of a tendency to hide their
Christian profession, to disown their teachers and fellow
Christians and to resent the shame and hardship incident to
the following of Christ.
The first paragraph (13:1-6) deals with social im
plications of the gospel. All of these can be subsumed under
the first exhortation, "Let 'brother-love' continue indefinitely"
(jaevETO) pres. impve., v. 1). The force of the present tense
and the aktionsart of "loving" are both obviously progressive.
The second paragraph (13:7-17) urges remembrance and
imitation of their former spiritual leaders, as a safeguard
against apostasy. A series of verbs in the present tense in
dicate the continuous activity which is to govern their
conduct .
First, they are to "remember constantly" (iJ.vri[j,ov�ueTe
pres. impve.) former spiritual leaders (13:7). Negatively,
they are not to be constantly led astray79 (TxapacpepeaOe pres.
pass, impve.) by strange teachings" (13:9). The thought
"^^Dods, Expositor's Greek Testament , IV, 375.
79Robertson, Word Pictures , V, 447.
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resembles the warning against drifting away Cor being carried
away by the current) from th.e gospel in 2:1, and the positive
admonition to be borne along unto perfection in 6:1. All
three suggest the pressure of outside influence, either for
evil or good.
In 13:13 he exhorts, "Let us continually go i tE^epx^V^eQcc.
pres. mid. volitive subj. 'let us keep on going '^'^) out there
to him"; that is, "outside the gate where Jesus suffered once
for all ienccdev aor. ind.) in order that He might sanctify once
for all Q&yi&OT] aor. subj.) through His own blood, the people
(13:12). In this passage, the sanctification is regarded as
complete provisionally (aorist), but the Christian's going
out to Him is continuous (present tense).
Through Christ, they are to "keep on offering up
(dvacpepooM-e V pres. act. volitive subj.^"'") continually (at veaewQ)
to God, their sacrifice of praise. I.e. making constant con
fession to His name with their lips" (13:15).
Further, they are to "Obey continually" (neiQeoQe pres.
mid. impve.) those presently in charge over their spiritual
welfare (13:17).
The final paragraph urges the readers to "Pray con
stantly" (Tipooevxsode pres. impve.) for the writer (13: l8).
Ibid. , V, 448.
Ibid. , V, 449.
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Summary of Practical Division
Throughout the whole of the Practical Division, the
most significant tense is the present. All of the positive
exhortations which are intended to become part of the
characteristic manner of life are expressed by the present
tense and meant to convey continuous effort or activity. This
aspect was especially noted in the exhortation to pursue the
sanctifying which is indispensable to seeing the Lord (12:14).
IV. BENEDICTION (13:20-25)
In the writer's benedictory prayer for the recipients, he
reiterates the primary emphasis of the epistle, that for which
he involved himself and them in the intricate and profound
doctrinal discussion, that to which all the practical ex
hortations are pointed, and the one thing which will cure the
readers' malady: "Now, I pray that God . . . will perfect
(HttTapTtaaL aor. act. optative) you in every good thing
..."
(13:20-21) .
Three things are worthy of note in this prayer: (1)
the
aorist tense, (2) the optative mood, and (3) the
choice of the
word. Whether the aorist tense signifies instantaneous
(punctiliar) action, or the process of perfecting regarded
as
a whole (constative), may be open to question. But
the force
of the aorist leaves no doubt that it does
mean completed action
The emphasis is on his wish that their perfection may
be
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complete "In every good thing." The stress Is on neither the
continuing action of perfecting Cpresent tense), nor on the
resulting state of the perfecting (perfect tense). The thought
is: "Let it be a completed and permanent reality." This is
the force of the optative mood. As the mood of strong con
tingency and of possibility, it presents the action as
Op
conceivable .
The word naxapii^siv, to make perfect, includes the
thoughts of the harmonious combination of different powers,
the supply of that which is defective, and the amendment of
that which is faulty. ^3 This describes exactly the kind of
perfecting the readers needed. Vincent regards the prayer as
"for the complete mutual adjustment of all the members of the
flock into a perfected whole, fitted to do the perfect will of
ou
God." (Compare the emphasis in 13:21 on doing God's will
with the statements that Christ came to do God's will (10:9)
and that it is through that will that Christians come into the
condition of sanctification [10:10].)
Thus, the writer concludes: "I exhort you, brethren,
bear with the word of exhortation.'" (13:22)
Dana & Mantey, Manual Grammar, p. 172.
Westcott, Hebrews , p. 451.
Vincent, Word Studies. IV, 574.
CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
With the completion of the exegesis of significant
passages in relation to sanctification in Hebrews, it remains
to summarize some of the important findings and draw certain
conclusions. This will be done (1) by relating the findings
to the questions posed on page 1 of this study; (2) by
noting the particular aspects of sanctification that are
emphasized by the various tense distinctives; and (3) by ob
serving the significance of the dy-. Had- and ieX~ families
of words to the study.
Following these are a concluding statement and suggested
areas for further study.
I. RELATION OF FINDINGS TO QUESTIONS RAISED
On page 1 of this study, certain controversial issues
in relation to the understanding of sanctification were raised.
The questions posed will now be viewed in their relation to
the findings of this study.
(1) Is_ Sanctification a Crisis, a Process, or Both?
It is the conclusion of this study, that sanctification
is both a crisis experience and a continuing process. This
conclusion is based upon the following evidence:
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Ca) The persons addressed in the book of Hebrews were
already Christians. The writer urged these believers to keep
SQlng on to a deeper relationship with Christ, one that would
make them holy and perfect and that would prevent apostasy.
Cb) The primary force of the aorist tense is punctiliar
action completed in the past. The significance of the aorist
was seen in that the old covenant could not effect decisive
cleansing, whereas the superiority of the new covenant through
Christ was its ability to do precisely this. The decisive
force of the aorist was seen also in the writer's repeated
admonitions to make a clean break with sin, or whatever might
hinder their spiritual progress.
(c) The use of the perfect tense emphasized both the
decisive, completed action of sanctification in the past and
its continuing results in a holy state. The distinctiveness
of the perfect tense, with this dual emphasis, proved to be
an important proof that sanctification is both crisis and
process .
Cd) The present tense was used repeatedly to convey the
continuing work of sanctifying or perfecting, as a process.
(2_) Does Sanctification Effect a Positional or an Actual
Holiness in the Believer?
It has been seen that there is an actual holiness attain
able by the Christian believer. This was evidenced by:
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Ca) The emphasis of the perfect tense upon the state
resulting from, and remaining after, sanctification.
Cb) The nature of some of the cognate words which
emphasize quality of holiness and perfection.
(c) Christ's holiness was actual and Christian believers
were admonished to follow Him as their leader and to be
sharers with Him in holiness, in kind if not in quality.
(3.) Do Sin and Holiness Co-exist in Dialectical Tension ; is
Sin Suppressed; or is Sinless Perfection Attainable?
This study indicated that sin and holiness do not co
exist in dialectical tension, nor is sin merely suppressed. As
is already evident from the answers to the two questions above,
Hebrews teaches an attainable perfection. To avoid misunder
standing, it might be better to call it Christian perfection,
as John Wesley did, rather than sinless perfection, for the
epistle makes clear the possibility of sinning and apostatizing
from the highest Christian experience.
The following evidence, in addition to that already
cited, supports this conclusion:
(a) Nowhere does the epistle allow for sin in the
Christian life; where sin occurs it brings retrogression and
falling away from the living God.
Cb) The root meanings of hagiazo, katharizo and teleloo
never imply suppression of sin; rather their verbal force is
to make holy, clean and perfect.
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(c) The superiority of the sacrifice of Christ was seen
to be In effecting complete salvation. If Christ's sacrifice
did not purify from sin, or simply suppressed it, it would be
in no respect superior to Levitical sacrifices.
Does Sanctification Occur Concomitant with Salvation ;
Subsequent to Salvation ; at Death ; after Death?
It has been indicated above that the primary thrust of
the message of Hebrews was to incite a definite response to
the appeal, thus effecting a change. In the readers' case it
would be subsequent to their conversion to Christianity.
There were other places where sanctification appeared
indistinguishable as to its time of occurrence. In some of
these instances it appeared concomitant with salvation. In
either respect, sanctification was never regarded as a fixation
in experience, but something which must be nurtured and kept
dynamic .
There appeared to be strong evidence that sanctification
is attainable in the present life. At the same time, impli
cations were seen to indicate that heaven affords a perfection
not attainable on earth. In no case, however, was death seen
to be the instrument effecting perfection. Christ was every
where presented as the Author of Cause of salvation, and the
Perfecter.
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II. EMPHASES SEEN IN THE VERB TENSE DISTINCTIVES
It has been observed that the writer of Hebrews made
careful selection of his tenses. This study has confirmed
this observation. While context was seen to influence the
particular tenses in a given passage, certain patterns did be
come evident. Certain tense distinctives were found to express
particular aspects of sanctification. Some of these patterns
are presented below.
Emphases of the Aorist Tense
The distinctives of the aorist tense were seen to be
(.1) its ability to express decisive, punctiliar action; (2)
its emphasis upon completed action in past time; (3) its
designation of action prior to that of the leading verb; (4)
its expression of timeless action, or of two simultaneous
actions completed in past time.
Following are some of th.e patterns which appeared in
the application of these distinctives to sanctification:
(1) The aorist 's emphasis upon completed action in past
time was frequently used to describe Christ's sacrifice.
(This is in sharp contrast to the use of the present
tense wit
Levitical sacrifices.)
C2) The aorist 's emphasis upon decisive, punctiliar
action was evidenced In the author's repeated exhortations to
make a complete break with immaturity, sin and all degrading
influences .
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C3) In the warnings against apostatizing, the aorist
was found frequently to describe the decisiveness and per
manence of falling or drifting away from the gospel.
Emphases of the Present Tense
Among the distinctives of the present tense, the most
significant were seen to be (1) its expression of continuous
action in present time; and (2) repetitive action in present
time .
These were found to be particularly descriptive of the
following:
Cl) The continuing process of perfecting which is
regarded as the norm for the Christian believer.
(2) The vital, dynamic inter-personal relationship be
tween Christ and His brethren.
(3) The continual repetition of Old Testament sacrifices.
C4) Wilful and habitual sinning which brings due
retribution .
C5) The privilege of the priest-believer to enter the
presence of God repeatedly.
(6) The perpetual activity demanded in the practical
exhortations, which were to be made a way of life.
Emphases of the Perfect Tense
The primary distinctive of the perfect tense was seen
to be its ability to describe a continuing state, right up to
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the present moment , effected by a prior completed action.
This emphasis was observed in the following:
(1) The continuing condition of Christ resulting from
His perfecting through obedience and suffering while He was in
the flesh on earth.
C2) The continuing efficacy of Christ's sacrifice and
His continuing manifestation, each resulting from a prior
event .
C3) The condition- of immature Christians and of those
whose zeal was flagging. These conditions resulted from
certain decisions and actions performed previously.
(.4) The abiding state of holiness or perfection of the
Christian who had experienced sanctification.
III. OBSERVATIONS ON 'Al-, KAc-, AND TEA- WORDS
The importance of the words in the families of the
dy-, Ha0- and xeX- roots was presented in chapter three. By
way of summary, some observataons are made
on these words In
relation to the tenses in which they occurred in Hebrews.
*
Ay Family
Hagiazo and its cognates were found to be especially
pertinent. Each of the three tenses was represented in
re
lation to these words. It was discovered that hagiazo was
used more often in referrence to men than either of the other
two words.
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Kg6- Family
Katharizo and its cognates were found to refer to Old
Testament religion more than to New Testament Christianity.
None of the occurrences in the present tense had reference to
the new covenant, but one future tense reference did. One
reference in the aorist spoke of the purification completed by
Christ, and one in the perfect spoke of the believer's cleansed
condition.
TeX- Family
Teleloo and cognates were found represented in each of
the three tenses in relation to man's perfecting. It was
used frequently in the aorist tense of Christ's perfection while
in the flesh. Since Christ is the Pioneer of man's experience,
this frequent occurrence implicates its necessity for Kls
brethren .
IV. CONCLUSION
The Epistle to the Hebrews is rich in teaching on
sanctification. The fact that the perils and experiences of
Christians in every age are parallel makes its message timeless
and applicable to every generation. Advancing to Christian
maturity will stave off apostasy in any age.
The distinctives of the Greek verb tenses assist greatly
in clarifying the message of Hebrews in relation to sanctification.
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Sanctification is seen to be a decisive action of crisis, a
resultant condition which continues, and an ongoing process
throughout life.
V. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The three-fold approach of (1) studying significant
terms used to express sanctification; (2) noting the Greek
verb tenses which accompany them; and (3) interpreting these
elements in relation to context; would prove to be a fruitful
study, both in the Pauline Epistles and the General Epistles.
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